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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

In 1876 our current Texas Constitution
was adopted, and for the ensuing one
hundred and ten years the judges of this
state have been elected by the people, in
the same manner as our representatives in
the legislative and executivebranches. Under fhissystem, our satejudiciary has let3
us alegacy of an excellent, stable body of
mnunon law which is highly respected in
other jurisdictions and which gives us a
solid base from which to move into the
fume.
The radical proposal now afoot to akolish direct election of our judges should ba
of great concern to all of us as members
of the legal communi$y and as citizens of
this state. The proposal is euphenistically
called "merit selection," whieh I suppose
is more palatable than asking people ifthey
want Bill Clements to choose their judges
for them.
Essentially, the proposal is to set up a
committee, appointed by various politicians, including the governor. The mminee submits three names to the governor
for each judicial seat and the governor
chooses the judge, with senate approval.
If appro*
the appbintedjudge serves for
one year and then runs unopposed in a
"retention election."
I consider tbe proposal a major affront
to my concept of a democratic form of
gov&ent.
?he criticisms of onr long Wadition of popular election ofjudges do not
justify such a drasticusurpation of power
from the electorate.
The primary criticisms lodged against
the popular election system relate to the
financing of judicial elections. Judicial
campaigns, along with all campaigns for
public office, have become increasingly
expensive. It is a fad of life that lmyers
are mdor contributors to judicial races.
This is a natural consequence of the fact
that the pmfessional Life of a lawyer is
directly impacted by the performance of
judges on a daily basis.

The problem, of course, i s that, whea
judges decide cases involving lawyers and
litigants who have been major campaign
contributors, the system is vulnerable to
ehargm of impropriety and wnflict of interest. Tkis is a problem that needs to be
addressed, but the abolition of popular
eleotion in favor of gubefnatorial appointment would be a disastrons overreaction.
If the p a l is to make our judieiary less
susce&le to political influence, b ~ i and
c
expchence tcil us the appoiutmcnt iystetn
does not and will not achicve this goal. The
assertion that the appointment system
somehow raises judicial ddaion-making
above the reach of palitical influence is a
dangerous illusion. What are the criteria
that the governor will employ in choosing
our judges? Will pnrty membership or political alliances be conaidered? W i the
views of the governor's major financial
contributors be considered? Will special
interest p u p s through their lobbyistshave
any influence? Will judicial appointments
'ever he traded for political favors or used
to cash in political debts?
I suspect many of yon have locally observed the unexpired term of a judgeship
filled by gnhern;ltorial appointment.
Perhaps your experience has been differem 'than mine, hut I have frequently
observed with amazement the influencepeddhg and the deals cut behind c l o d
doors that finally result in an announcement from the governor's office that one
candidate has been selected, leaving
another out in the mld.
Theremeritsele&on"pmposal would institutionalizethis hckmom" political system. Politics can be a cut-throat business,
and iZ is practiced most rnthlessly behind
the scenes. The "merit selmion" system
would only replace the politics of popular
election with the politi~sof appointment.
It would insure that only those with sufficient political smoke have access to the
system.

Knex Jones

The politics of popular election is not a
perfect system and there is plenty of mom
for reasonabfe reform. FuU tlisclosure of
financial ttansactiuns to the elstorate wilI
be the greatest deterrent to future improprieties. Legislation should he enacted limiting the amounts of contributions to judicial
rams and, evmtually, public financing
should play a major role in judicial elmtions. The TCDLA ought to take the lead
in wpporting a @icy that will presetve the
right of citizens to elect their own jndges,
aud at the same time alter the perception
that fmncial contributions translate into
judicial leverage.
Dcqite m e recentisolated allegations
of impropriety between judges and their
financial supporters, the Texasjudicial system has a Gghly respected recard of whieh
we can be proud. Intelligent reforms can
and should bemade, but the system should
not be junked in fivorofa system in which
a Bill Clements, or a Mark White, or any
other individual is given the power to
choose our judges for us.
"Politics,* in a broad sense, is an inhereat and inescapable part of a judge's role.
Judgw make dccisions on matters of law.
The law is not an abstract body of clearly
defined principlcs that can bc applied simply by fecding the facts into a computer
and punching out the results. The law takes
on concretemeaning only wRen it is applied to an acNal fact situation.
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Editor's Corner
Criminal Trial Institute

one of the pelnary sessions, Mr. L#
demonstrates (in photograph 3) the type
During the week of March 16th, hordes jury argument he wouldpresent to the jul

prominent Austin attorneys, who went out
of their way to muke the inslitutc a succcsr.
The accompanying photographs highlight some of the day-to-day events.
In the fist nhotoeranh. the maln auditorium features a spacious courtroom which
could accommodate the trial of any crimibe it the
thing Or a staged
production. The proceedings in this courtmom and the other classrooms are continually filmed so that the participants
realize from the beginning that thware under the gun and la& on &in privaiely view
the video tape with one of the teachers.
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Comly Dlsfrlci Anmrqb ofice, Ft. Worth).
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afreThus, the program is brought together
quent confrontation between witness and
defense aUorney. This particular photo- through a system of lectures, student pargraph involved a facet of cross- ticipation, continuous review of films and
examination. While the demonstration is teacher demonstrations.
The fourth photograph shows Messrs.
actually in progress, the other attorneystudents are responsible for making time- Whitworth, Holeomb, and Bob, three of
ly and appropriate objections to testimony numerous prominent attorneys, judges and
or to questions asked the witness. While prosecutors who volunteeredof their time
the student8 are put through the paces in and experience to assist their fellow laweven aspect of the criminal trial, and have yers throughout the program.
the benefit of seeing their fellow shldents
A Pending Case of Interest
in actirtn, ultimarely the teachers also get
into the act to show how a particular aspect
TCDLA members are currently before
of the trial should be conducted. During
4 VOICEfbr fhe Defnse /May 1987

the United States Supreme Court in a case
involving the concurrent sentencedoctrine.
Joseph A. C o r n s III (McAllen), William
T. Habern (Sugar Land), and Mattias Morin, Jr. (Edinburg) are representing Jolaa
WillamRay who was convicted ina d t i c o w narcotic indictment.
On appeal, the sufficiency of the evidence was challenged, particularly as to
two counts, the sentences for which were
to run concurrently.
The Court of Appeals summarily
declined to review the sufficiency of the
evidence as to one of the counts because
the sentence ran concurrent with the sentenve in the other count. In the words of
the Fifth Circuit: "Because Ray's sentence
on Count 3 is to run concurrentlywith that
on Count 2, our affirmance of the conviction on Count 2 makes the review of the
conlimted on page 8

The Grand Jury: A Need for Reform
by Senator Carl A. Parker

Until 1984, as a practicing attorney, I
had generally regarded grandjuries much
as the average citizen of the United States
regards Australia-I knew it was there but
didn't care much. The events following
Match or April of 1984, have caused me
to become somewhat of anexpert on grand
juries. My perception of grand juries is
multifaceted. I have been victimized, as
wen as served, by grand juries. I have
worked with grand juries both as a practicing attorney and a legislator concerned
with protection of individual freedoms
while combating crime.

History
Senator Carl A. Parker obtained a B.A.
Degree in Govemnient and Ewnomics a~td
his L A B . from the Universiry of Texas in
1952 and 1958, respectively. He is a
graduate of O.C.S. U.S. Navy and a
Justice Legal School Oflcer, U.S. Naval
Reserve, anda Commander, (retired)KS.
Naval Reserve. He was State Representstivefrom Jeferson Counfy, 196J-1976and
has been the State Senator from Distra'ct 4
@om 1977to the present. Senator Parkr
is Chainnun of the Senare Education Committee and is a member of the Finance,
~uiisprudence,Administmtion, and Texas
Legislative Council Committees, to name
just a few. He has authored or cosponsored more than 300 measures during his 24 year tenure which have been
e&ed into law including the Education
Reform Bill of 1984, the Child SafefyRestraint Bill, a pilot program for deaf-blind
individuals, the Emergency Omnibus
Courts Bill, the Open Meetings Law and
the Comufiw Protection Act.
Senaior Parker's wife, Beverly Sieigler
Parker, is a college instructor at Southwestern University. They have three children. He is a member of the Memorial
Baptisr Church in Port Arthw.

Grand juries were born of a desire to insulate citizens from the wrath or unfairness
of the king. The originalpurposeof grand
juries was to protect citizens from unwarranted or baseless charges, thus saving
them frompublic humiliation, embarrassment, mined reputations, and to obviate
the need of expending large sums of money
defending criminal accusations without
merit.
It is generally agreed that the grand jury
had its origin in 1166 at the Assize of
Clarendon. Since that time, grand juries
have evolved as a principle investigatory
tool of law enforcement. It has long since
abandoned as its primary role the mere
protection of citizens' rights. England, the
source of our jurisprndence in this nation,
abolished grand juries in 1933. Natmnwide, more than half of the states have
abolished grand juries. Among nations of
the world, the grand jury remains only in
the United States and South Africa.

Fertile Fields for Abuse
Although a rational case can bemade for
the abolition of grand juries, the scope of
this inquiry shall be limited to areas ripe
for abuse of the grand jury and the grand

jury process. Measures which could he
adopted to discourage or prevent the misuse of this institution of government shall
also he examined. This effort should concentrate on four areas; (a) the makeup and
qualification of the grand jury; (b) assuring the abiity of grand juries to protect
citizens;. (c)
for the legiti. . strict guidelines
marc use of grand juries as tools for investigation; and (d) the prohibition of practices
which by their nature resull in intimidation
or abuse.
Random selection with screening for
basic qualifications would he a better
method of selection of grand jurors. A
similar process is used in Federal grand juries, a system which appears to have
worked nation-wide with fewer demonstrated instances of abuse than has our state
system. Randon selection would prevent
the appearance, if not the actual practice,
of stacking grand juries with a certain
political faction, friends of the courthouse
crowd or groups with "axes to grind." It
is essential that in the system the district
courts have the power to screen potential
jurors for basic qualifications such as
citizenship, literacy, mental competence
and, to some degree, any bias that ~I@ht
exist.
Currently, Texas law places a greater
burden and standard of conduct on petit
jury members deliberatingover trivial contractual matters than on the membership
of grandjuries dealing daily with thevery
lives and liberty of our citizens. Texas
authority exists whereby noncitizens may
deliberate and participate in grand jury
proceedings without necessarily voiding
the result of the deliberations. Lacy v.
State, 31 Tex.Cr.Rep. 78, 19 S.W. 896.
Prosecutors from at least two major
metropolitan areas have freely expressed
the opinion that even if the grand wizard
of the Ku Kluz Klan would sit as foreman
of a grand jury it would not necessarily inMay 1987 / VOICEfor the Defense 5

validate the results on an indictment of an
activist black leader. One can find no case
law dirhtly on point to contravert this position.
Grand juries can only expect a shortlived benefit to the citizen who is the
recipient of a nobill from the grand jury.
Persistent prosecutors may simply file an
accusation with one or more subsequent
grand juries until they find a grand jury
whose makeup is more amenable to the
prosecutor's theory of the law and
cvidcncc.
Swrecv ~rovisiommlatine to grand inrv
proceedik& currently protect &e gogovernment more than the citizen. Whiie there is
little penalty for a leak that John Q. Citizen
had been investigated by a grand jury, due
to the secrecy provisions, there is no way
John Q. Citizen can learn the details of
multiple presentations of his case to succeeding grand juries.
Our forefathers very jealously guarded
the privacy of citizens by placing constitutional restraints on government. In Texas,
the law prescribes fairly restrictive boundaries within which courts may grant pohce
the right to search, obtain documents or
otherwise probe into a person's private affairs. At the very least, showings of good
cause based on direct evidence must be
made. Grand jury subpoenas, on the other
band, are generally signed in blank.
They're issued, more often than not,
without specific knowledge of the membership of the grand jury and in many instances without specific knowledge of the
foreman. Not knowing that a subpoena bas
been issued in the first place prevents the
grand jury from knowing whether or not
the fishing expedition caught exclupatory
or damning evidence against the subject of
the inquiry in its net.
The average citizen is intimidated by a
brief appearancebeforea traffic court. One
can only imagine the degree of intimidation attendant to being involuntarily invited into the secret tabernacle of the grand
jury without benefit of counsel. Intimidation can be increased depending on the
ethical conduct of those conducting the
proceedings. Certainly having a witness
testify to twelve fellow citizens with various assistant district attorneys participating in the questioning and an audience of
uniformed, armed law enforcement
officers lining the walls of the chamber can
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be horrendous.

Measures of Reform
1. Grand juries should be randomly
selected, screened by a dist~ictcourt with
regard to the basic qualifications of citizenship, residency, mental capacity and bias.
Having been thus screened, the fwst 12
found to be qualified should be seated in
the order called.
2. Some limitation of presentment
wirhorrt new evidence should he provided
in the law. In view of the fact that nine of
twelve gradd jurors must concur in order
to present a true bill of indictment, while
all 12jurors must agree at trial before the
person accused can be convicted of a
criminal offense, there is a substantial basis
for the proposition that once a person has
been nobilled by the grand jury, prosecutors should not have a second bite at the
apple without a clear showing of newly discovered evidence. If the prosecutor cannot convince nine out of twelve in a
one-sided argument, why put the potential
defendant through the agony of a trial,
wherein the Statemust obtain a unanimous
vote in a contested adversarial proceeding?
3. Both targets and witnesses should
have the right to be accompanied by counsel into the grandjury. The counsel's role
should belimited to comunication, aloud
or privately, with the client. The grand
jury proceeding was not intended nor
should it be turned into a trial proceeding.
The defense attorney should not be permitted to make objections or address the grand
jury unless specifically permitted or requested to do so by the grand jury. Prosecutors argue that allowing lawyers in grand
jury proceedings will inhibit and intimidate
grand jurors and slow the process. These
arguments seem rather weakin view of the
fact that the stated purpose of our judicial
system and code of criminal procedure is
to assure a just result. It is difficult to understand why a grand juror or prosecutor
would want to ask a question of a witness
or a target that they would be embarrassed
to askin the presence of that witness's attorney. Constitntional rights are of absolutely no value to a person who does not
know what they are nor how to invoke
them.
4. sand juries should be objective
reviewers offact and law and theproceed-

ing should be absolutely secret to assure

full investigation, uninhibited testimony,
and to assure that the proceedings themselves cannot be used to besmirch or
damage innocent citizens. To assure these
objectives, limitation of access and strict
penalties for violation of the secrecy provisions by all who are parties to the
proceedings shouldbe invoked. Police who
have investigated a case and have chosen
to bring the matter before a grand jury,
more often than not, have ceased to be objectivc invcstigetors and have hecomc ndvocates in favor of indictment. This lcavcs
a great potential for sucb a presentation of
evidence to reflect only that which is
damaging while omitting or overlooking
that which tends to prove or show the innocence of the accused party. Under current law, there is no clear prohibition
against peace officers attending the
proceedings so long as they do not "participate in the deliberations." If they are not
sworn as witnesses, there is no serious restraint on their divulging to friends and
neighbors what they have learned during
their attendance of the grand jury pmceedings. There is some question as to whether
or not grand jury secretaries or even prose
cutors are bound by the same restraints as
witnesses and members of the grand jury.
The law should clearly place the burden
of secrecy on all who attend and l i t attendance to only those who are directly
participating in the presentation of evidence being submitted to the grand jury.
5. Subpoenas should only issuefron the
grand jury by majority vote of the grand
jwy. The current practice appears to be for
the grand jury foreman to sign numerous
forms either in blank or upon request virtually without question. The grand jury
generally exercises little if any control on
persons or records subpoenaed, nor do
they hold the peace officers or investigators who serve such subpoenas strictly accountable for reporting the results or
findings pursuant to sucb subpoenas. In a
society that places great restraints on peace
officers securing warrants even from district judges, it would seem that the informed consent of the grand jury is a small
price to pay in the name of due process.
6. The code of criminal procedure
should contain a clear-cut procedure for

My First Case
by Emmett Colvin
The book has not been opened in years.
As I looked and thumbed the dusty pages
I was really not certain what I would find
the legislators had written about in 1895.
What I did find won a case, but far more
important, I learned a never to be forgotten principle-assume nothing and question everything.
During my youth in Eastern Arkansas,
an old lawyer gave me a book written by
J.W. "Jake" Erlich. A reading of this
flamed my soul. I knew then that I must
become a criminal lawyer. Later Jake and
I would meet and become close friends,
years after he unwittingly inspired me.
What I read then, I now learned in my very
first case.
When I returned to Arkansas from the
Pacific after World War 11, I was consumed with the desire to practice law. I
was not well equipped for the task, at least
not financially. While I did have a law
license-more than many-I also had a
wife and two small children. With my
limited finances, I searched for someone
who would give me an opportunity. When
I was a young boy I made political
speeches for a Congressional candidate in
Northeastern Arkansas. I made friends
among older lawyers. One of them was
Doyne Dodd, who practiced in West Memphis, Arkansas. The town was not too impressive. It might have been best described
at the time as a string of automobile sales
lots bordering the only highway to Memphis, Tennessee at a time when King Cotton was still there, but a very old man.
Between the car lots were scattered buildings, none over two stories high.
I climbed the stairs to Mr. Dodd's second
floor office. It was a shotgun office. One
entered the receptioksecretarial office and
then walked down the hall bordered by
offices. Mr. Dodd's office was the second
office.
When I entered his office, he seemed
sincerely delighted to see me. Although I
had hoped for a cordial meeting, his apparent enthusiasm surprised me. From his
appearance, fine clothing, and tastefully
appointed office, I felt the impression of
success. As he rose from his chair, he
presented a short and pleasing-though

portly-figure of a man. His round face
possessed a smile that seemed to shine on
me. He knew I was looking for a place to
land and after little discussion, he made it
clear that I had found the place. He explained that his primary interest in the law
was a divorce practice-preferably an uncontested divorce practice. I had heard that
he had a highly successful practice in that
area of the law, hut I had not known that
he didn't want to handle anything else.
With success, however, he related that a
great deal of other law business had come
his way. He needed someone to handle this
other business. As heput it, 'There are not
enough pictures in the law books to interest
me."
With that, I had a place to light, my first
law office. It was a rather attractive working arrangement, I might add. Mr. Dodd
would handle the uncontested divorce
cases and I was to handle anything else.
He would bear all the expenses and I would
share fifty-fifty in anything I handled, nnless it was business that I generated-as to
that I was to receive all of the fee.
Although he didn't use law books too much
himself, he volunteered to buy more books
for my use. He was a delightful man and
a good friend!
I had the back office which had formerly been a limited library. The only thing
I needed was a chair to go with the desk.

My mother, who had a beauty shop in
Memphis, Tennessee, supplied that need.
It was an attractive used barber chair. With
the headrest removed, one could hardly
recognize it as a barber chair. At least, I
thought so.
Just two days later, I got my first case.
With obvious concern, Mr. Dodd rushed
into my office, explaining that a man from
Mississippi, a former divorce client, had
just been arrested and taken to the Crittenden County jail in Marion, Arkansas. He
was arrested for auctioneering automobiles
in West Memphis without alicense. Dodd
explained "The man came by several
months ago and asked me if I knew of any
licensing requirement for such auctioneering and I told him I didn't!" "Mr. Dodd,
I am very much afraid he took that as a
legal opinion. You know I have to look up
everything, but I'll find out something
about the charge," I said. Mr. Dodd
responded, ''Well, the prosecutor says the
fine is $1,000 a day and he has been operating about 90 days-Itn going up to Marion to get him out of jail." With that Mr.
Dodd left, and I went to the law books. Actually, I only went to two volumes: Pope's
Digest of Arkansas, a codification of all
the Arkansas statutes. There it was"Auctioneering with a license." What I read
confirmed what Mr. Dodd told me. Indeed
the fine was $1,000per day and the license
appeared to be required. What bothered me
were the conclusionary words ". . .and
shall be prosecuted by the Prosecuting Attorney by action."There it ended-period.
It gave me the feeling that someone had
cut off the sentence. Of course, although
this was an official compilation, I needed
to look at the statute itself. That didn't turn
out to be an easy assignment. This was,
as I recall, a statute that was passed by the
Legislature in about 1896. No lawyer in
town, I found, had the stahlte. I even called
the Supreme Court library in Little Rock
only to be advised that because of a fire,
that volume was missing.
By this time, Mr. Dodd returned to the
office with his client. I thought the client
would be mad as hell but he wasn't. I found
out in short order that Mr. Dodd could
calm down a preacher raiding a whoreMay 1987 1 VOICE for the Defense 7

house. I explained the elements of the
offense and that didn't call for much discussion. With as much professional air as
I could muster, I duly related that I was
briefing the matter and I would he prepared
to further discuss the case the next day. I
breathed a sigh of relief when the client
said he would not he free to return until
three days later.
After he left, I told Doyne (that was the
f i s t time I called him "Doyne") about my
concern as to the conclusionary words I
found in the Digest. He thought it was "kinda funny" too. I explained my problem in
attempting to find the statute, hut that I further recalled an old lawyer in Paragould,
Arkansas telling me once that he had every statute that was ever "writ" in his
office. With that, I drove to Paragould.
When I found the page, I was on the
road. The statute concluded ".. .and shall
be prosecuted by the Prosecuting Attorney
by action of debt!" That was it! Now I
knew why the sentence looked like it had
been cut off. It had been cut off. Not long
after the statute was enacted, Arkansas
passed a system of pleading called Code
Pleading, eliminating all common law
technical forms of "Actions." I could just
hear the old codifier saying, 'We have
Code pleading now, so I'll just eliminate
'of debt' since that is a common law pleading." The next codifier undoubtedly concluded that since this was a"prosecution,"
it was in the wrong part of the Digest. He
understandably reasoned that it should be

placed in the criminal section of the new
codification. So there we have it-the
legislature didn't make auctioneering
without a license a crime-the codifiers
did!
Lawyers look for the case they can win
with one book. Here was one I might win
with the only damn book! My best atgument in the case was probably the one I
made to convince the old lawyer in
Paragould to let me borrow the book to
take hack to West Memphis. He not only
had the statute, he had a fair knowledge
of the legislative history of the statute, and
after a few drinks of bourbon, he was kind
enough to give me the benefit of his
knowledge. He offered bourbon with the
advice, hut I didn't drink then.
Doyne was delighted. I related that I had
learned that in the late l8OOs Arkansas had
apparently been invaded by gypsies and
others auctioneering and cheating people
which resulted, among other things, in this
statute designed to prohibit the activity. To
make it interesting, the Prosecution Anorney was to receive, under the statute, 25%
of the fines recovered. Although I too was
excited with the thought of e l i i a t i n g the
criminal charge, the old statute still authorized the civil suit by the Prosecutor.
[While he had not yet fded it, the prosecutor, with 25% of the take, after the loss
of the criminal case, the filing seemed assured, at least to me.] While the court action had not yet been filed, it was
considered the filing was inevitable in view

of the loss of thecriminal case and the very
tempting financial renumeration involved,
i.e. 25% of the take.
I then followed a simple principle. IF IT
DONT LOOK RIGHT-IT MUST BE
WRONG. I still follow that rule. I thought
as I drove from Paragould: "How in the
hell could the legislators in the late 1800s
know about an automobile auction lot in
1945?" It didn't seem too damn harmful to
me, and it made next to no sense. In fact,
the automobile dealers, among others, had
a real business need for that lot. The statute was really obsolete. I later, after further research, found that that was it! The
key was the doctrine of obsolescence. AIguahly, the Legislature just hadn't gotten
around to repealing the old law. At least
that was my theory, and I had a few cases
to go with it. As it turned out, however,
the judge made the argument for me.
My big moment came when I presented
by Motion to Dismiss the criminal information a few days later at the courthouse
in Marion, with my one and only law
book. The judge recalled that he had convicted a goodly number of people under
this old statute, only to find out now that
it wasn't even a crime. He further volunteered that it probably wasn't even a good
civil action in this modern day! It was one
of the few times in my younger days, that
I had the good judgment to keep my mouth
shut. I had won my first case and possessed
a prized principle of practice-assume
nothing and question everything!
W

Editor's Corner

use said Count 3 conviction in setting the
severity rating of the Petitioner's overall
'actual offense behavior,' thus increasing
thelength of incarcerationbefore petitioner
will he paroled."
Interestingly, the United States Supreme
Court granted Ray's Petition for Writ of
Certiorari. The solicitor General's office
has apparently capitulated, agreeing that
there is merit in the Petition. It urged Ray's
counsel to agree to a remand to the Court
of Appeals. I am sure that such a remand
might very well "settle matters quietly."
Without the benefit of Cathy Burnett's Significant Decisions Report, all of us would
probably never hear any more about Ray's
situation and thus never he able to utilize
the reasoning involved.
Ray's counsel opposed the Solicitor
G e n e d s "Motion to Vacate and Remand."

The end result: "Further consideration of
the Motion of the Solicitor General to vacate judgment is dcfcrrcd to thc hearing of
thc caw on the merils." So wrote thc Chiet
Deputy Clerk of theunited States Supreme
Court to all counsel in this case.
Hopefully, we can look forward to a littlc lidit at the end of thc tunnel in this case,
which in turn, may very wcll help us all.

conlrr~udfrornpage 4

Count 3 conviction unnecessary."
The Circuit opinion noted that the concurrent sentence doctrine may not he applied if there is a significant likelihood that
the defendant will suffer adverse collateral consequences; but to avoid such consequences, the Court vacated the conviction
on Count 3. The Court then emphasized
that its action in no way altered the jury's
verdict or the conviction.
Time and again we are confronted with
the very real probability that the "parole"
hoard or commission in either the State or
federal system utilizes information to the
detriment of our clients. One of the real
concerns in Ray is that very real prohahility, i.e. that "the parole commission will
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P.C. 12.42 Enhancement
by Donald C. Adams
Notice

(App. 1983) 654 S.W.2d 521; e.g., allegation of "indictment," but proof of "inforThe defendant is entitled to proper no- mation" in 'brinr" is not a fatal variance.
tice in the indictment of any prior'convic- See Hall v. Sfate, 619 S.W.2d 156
tion which the Sfate seeh to use to enhance (Tex.Cr.App. 1981).
in connection with the primary count.
Purasco v. State, 309 S.W.2d 465
Finality
(Tex.Cr.App. 1958); Baker v. State, 437
Before punishment may be enhanced,
S.W.2d 825 (Tex.Cr.App. 1969); Amnda v. State (App. 1982) 640 S.W.2d 766. theprior conviction alleged must be fmal.
If a "prior" is not alleged for enhancement Curter v. Stafe, 510 S.W.2d 323
it could be used under 37.07 Sec. 3(a), (Tex.Cr.App. 1974); Newsom v. State,
C.C.P. in the punishment phase of the l23 S.W.2d 887 (Tex.Cr.App. 1939); Artrial. The ''prior" need not be alleged with buckle v. State, 105 S.W.2d 219
the same particularity as must be used in (Tex.Cr.App. 1937); Spiers v. State, 552
the primary paragraph. Watson v. Srate, S.W.2d 851 (Tex.Cr.App. 1977); Todd v.
605 S.W.2d 877 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980); State, 598 S.W.2d 286 (Tex.Cr.App.
Cole v. Stare. 611 S.W.2d 79 1980; Garcia v. State, (App. 1981) 625
(Tex.Cr.App. 1981). Nothing is presented S.W.2d 831). The remoteness of the confor appellate rewew without a proper victions alleged does not affect their use
motion to quash the indictment for failure for enhancement of punishment. Lord v.
to give proper notice. Prodon v. State, 555 State, 499 S.W.2d 295 (Tex.Cr.App.
S.W.2d 451 (Tex.Cr.App. 1977); Jasort 1973); Hickr v. State, 545 S.W.2d 805
v. State, 589 S.W.2d 447 (Tex.Cr.App. (Tex.Cr.App. 1977); Milligan v. State,
1979); Cole v. State, 611 S.W.2d 79 554 S.W.2d 192 (Tex.Cr.App. 1977).
1. The alleged conviction exists.
The State must introduce a copy of the
(7ex.Cr.A~~.
1981). The State may allege
2. The defendant being tried is the same as many prior convictions as it feels is sentence to make a prima facie case that
person previously convicted.
necessary to meet its burden of proof. the Judgments of Conviction are final.
3. Each succeeding conviction by sub- Carter v. State, 676 S.W.2d 353 White v. State, 353 S.W.2d 229
sequent both in point of time of commis- (Tex.Cr.App. 1984).
(Tex.Cr.App. 1962); Jefferson v. State,
sion of the offenseand conviction, thereof.
611 S.W.2d 1M (Tex.Cr.App. 1981). The
See Brumfieki v. Sfare, 445 S.W.2d 732
Variance Between Allegata
sentencemust be based on a judgment, and
(Tex.Cr.App. 1969); Rogers v. State, 325
without
a judgment the sentence is unand Probata
S.W.2d 697 (Tex.Cr.App. 1959); Porier
authorized. Scoitv. State, 461 S.W.2d 619
v. Sme, 591 S.W.2d 482 (Tex.Cr.App.
While variance problems ex., court or (Tex.Cr.App. 1971). Since 1981, C.C.P.
1979); U~nielv. Stute. 585 S.W.2d 6x8 casc number allcg& in enhanccmcnt para- 42.02 now states the sentence is that part
(Tcx.Cr.App. 1979). If thcre is an error graph is diffwcntthan in ihc proof, the re- of the judgment or order revoking probain thc uunish~ncnt~hdseof the trial. such
ccnt trend has hccn a relaxation of the rules tion that orders the punishment be carried
as an ukuthorizedsentence, and either the of the past. Cole v. State, 611 S.W.2d 79 out. A sentence introduced into evidence
judge orjury sets the punishment, the ap- (Tex.Cr.App. 1981); Plessinger v. State, without a judgment is sufficient to prove
pellate court is to reform the verdict, pur- 536 S.W.2d 380 (Tex.Cr.App. 1976). If up a prior conviction 7hoj?tron v. State,
suant to C.C.P. 37.10. See Er Parte the indictment alleges a conviction for bur- 576 S.W.2d 407 (Tex.Cr.App. 1979). A
Johnson 697 S.W.2d 605 (Tex.Cr.App. glary of a habitation and the proof shows judgment without a sentence would be in1985). But if the jury sets the punishment a conviction for burglary of a building, sufficient. The failure of the Judge to sign
and the State fails to prove the proper time there is a fatal variance. Wilron v. Stafe, the judgment and sentence does not effect
sequence as to fust and second prior con- (App.Ct. 1982) 633 S.W.2d 952. The their validity. Gutierre.? v. State, 456
victions, the defendant is entitled to a new defendant should always object to these S.W.2d 84 (Tex.Cr.App. 1970); Mulden
trial even if the sentence is within the variances on the ground be was misled to v. Stare, 707 S.W.2d 908 (Tex.Cr.App.
authorized range of punishment. See Olsey his prejudice. Rooks v. State, 576S.W.2d 1986).
v. State, 708 S.W.2d 914 [Tex.Cr.App. 61J; Bray v. State, 531 S.W.2d 633; Arce
The lack of finality of any "prior" alleged
1986).
v. State, 552 S.W.2d 163; Lopez v. State, for enhancement is a matter of defense to
Section 12.42 of the Penal-Code provides for the enhancement of punishment
by one degree upon the trial of a 3rd and
2nd degree felony where the defendant has
once before been convicted of any felony.
Upon the trial of a fnst degree felony
where the defendant has once before been
convicted of any felony, the punishment
authorized is by confinement for life or for
any term of not more than 99 years or less
than 15 years and an optional fine up to
$10,000.00, i.e., "low bitch." Upon the
trialof any felony, however, the defendant
has "previously been finally convieted of
two felony offenses, and the second previous felony conviction is for an offense that
occurred subsequent to the first previous
conviction having become final" the range
of punishment is by confinement for life
or any term of years from 25 years to 99
years, i.e. "high bitch."
To be available for enhancement, the
State must prove beyond a reasonable
doubt:

>
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prove, and the burden is on the defendant
to show that the "prior" is not final.
Diremiggo v. State, 637 S.W.2d 926
(Tex.Cr.App. 1982); Ashley v. State, 527
S.W.2d 302 (Tex.Cr.App. 1975); Gardner v. State, 486 S.W.2d 805
(Tex.Cr.App. 1972); Miller v. Stare, 472
S.W.2d 269 (Tex.Cr.App. 1971); Arnold
v. State, 74 S.W.2d 997 (Tex.Cr.App.
1934).
Where it is shown by the State's own evidence, however, that the defendant gave
notice of appeal, the burden remains on the
State to show that the conviction alleged
€or enhancement is final. LeFors v. State,
278 S.W.2d 837 (Tex.Cr.App. 1954);
Newsom v. State, 123 S.W.2d 887
(Tex.Cr.App. 1939); Jones v. State, 711
S.W.2d 634 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986). This
burden is met by introduction of the mandate. McCombs v. State, 678 S.W.7.d 715
(App. 1984).
If a federal or out-of-state felony conviction meets the same tests, either may be
used to enhance. Scott v. State, 553
S.W.2d 361 (Tex.Cr.App. 1977). A federal felony can be used even if it is not for
a violation or for conduct which would not
be a felony in Texas. Ex Parte Blurne, 618
S.W.2d 373 (TEx.Cr.App. 1981); Ex
Parte Mulehahey, 621 S.W.2d 602
(Tex.Cr.App. 1981).
Where an appeal bas been taken from a
Judgment of Conviction, the conviction is
not finaluntil the judgment is affirmed, Arbuckle v. State, 105 S.W.2d 219;
McCombs v. State. 678 S.W.2d 715 (App.
1984). A Texas suspended or probated
sentence is not a fmal conviction and may
not be used to enhance punishment for a
subsequent offense unless the probation is
revoked. Spiers v. State, 552 S.W.2d 851
(Tex.Cr.App. 1977); Ex Parte Murchinson, 560 S.W.2d 654 (Tex.Cr. App.
1978); Cromeans v. State, 268 S.W.2d
133 (Tex.Cr.App. 1954); Ellis v. State,
115 S.WSd660 (Tex.Cr.App. 1938); Fetters v. State, 1S.W.2d 312 (Tex.Cr.App.

145 S.W.2d 179 (Tex.Cr.App. 1940) and
Johnson v. State, 253 S.W.2d 1006
(Tex.Cr.App. 1952).
A prior conviction used to enhance a low
bitchmay be used again to enhance a high
bitch. West v. State, 511 U.S. 502
(Tex.Cr.App. 1974); Ex Parte Montgomery, 571 S.W.2d 182 (Tex.Cr.App.
1978).
There is no longer a requirement that the
subsequent offense be of a like character
as prior offense to enhance. A "prior" alleged for enhancement may be used again
after former mistrial, reversal, or acqnittal of the primary offense in which theprior convictions were set forth. See Johnson
v. State, 253 S.W.2d 1006 (Tex.Cr.App.
1953); Cleveland v. State, 493 S.W.2d 145
(Tex.Cr.App. 1973); Fbrez v. State, 479
S.W.2d 683 (Tex.Cr.App. 1972).
An enhancement allegation cannot be
retried after reversal for insufficient evidence on a retrial for the same primary
offense. See Carter v. State, 676 S.W.2d
353 (Tex.Cr.App. 1984) and Ex Parte Bullard, 679 S.W.2d 12 (Tex.Cr.App. 1984);
Ex Parfe Quirke, 710 S.W.2d 582
Vex.Cr.App. 1986). Even though the '$rior" alleged is not a "like kind'' offense, you
Repeated Use of Same
should consider whether or not the old
offense was the type which was not availPrior Conviction
able for enhancement (e.g., death penalty
According to P.C. 12.46, if a convic- offense). See Ex Parte Nichols, 604
tion is used to enhance, successfully, it S.W.2d 81 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980).
may be used again and again. This statute
changes the law which was in effect until
Plea of True
June 7, 1979, and overrules the rule announced in Kinney v. State, 79-570 and
If the defendant pleads "true" to the enreaffirmed in Shivers v. State, 574 S.W.2d hancement paragraphs or stipulates to the
147. Before June 7, 1979, the successful conviction, no proof or findings of "true"
use of a conviction to enhance a habitual are necessary, However, proper admonishprecluded the conviction's subsequent use ment is required. Harvey v. State, 611
to enhance again. Ex Pame McAtee, 586 S.W.2d 108 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981); Jackson
S.W.2d 548 (Tex.Cr.App. 1979). Accord- v. State, 496 S.W.2d 93 (Tex.Cr.App.
iug'to Leatherwood v. State, 619 S.W.2d 1973); Sylvester v. State, 615 S.W.2d 734
160 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981), this remains the (Tex.Cr.App. 1981). It must be in evirule for cases tried before June 7, 1979. dence in the record of the fact the defenArguably, if the prior conviction was dant entered his plea of hue. Wilson v.
19271
- nsed to enhance under the prior habitual State, 671 S.W.2d 524 (Tex.Cr.App.
A federal felony conviction is final even statute (V.A.P.C. 1925 Art. 63) that con- 1984).
if probation is given and it may be used viction could not be revived by enactment
The State does not have to re-prove the
to enhance. K~rematsav. U.S., 319 US. of P.C. 12.46 as that could be an ex post priors in the punishment phase if the defen432, 63 S.Ct. 1124 (1943); Berman v. facto law. However, this argument was re- dant admits the priors in the guiltlinnocent
U.S., 58 S.Ct. 164 (1937). But a federal jected by one appellatecourt. See Bond v. phase of the trial. Rascon v. State, 496
probation is not a "final" conviction for im- State, 700 S.W.2d 36 (Beau.Ct.App. S.W.2d 99 (Tex.Cr.App. 1973); Bush v.
peachment purposes aceording to the Court 1985). The conviction nsed to enhance un- State, 642 S.W.2d 787 (Tex.Cr.App.
of Criminal Appeals so arguably it cannot der Article 63 could not be used again to 1982); Ladny v. State, 685 S.W.2d 651
be used for enhancement. See Davis v. enhance the high bitch Gooden v. State, (Tex.Cr.App. 1985). A plea of true waives
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State, (Tex.Cr.App.) 645 S.W.2d 288.
A conviction is final for purposes of enhancement, even if a post conviction writ
of habeas corpus on the offense alleged for
enhancementis pending in federal court at
the time of the t r d of the primary offense.
Sutton v. State, 519 S.W.2d 422
(Tex.Cr.App. 1975).
A '@riorS'can be nsed for enhancement
when the Governor had granted a full
pardon where the defendant had served
part of the sentence following the conviction. Logan v. Sfate, 448 S.W.2d 962
(Tex.Cr.App. 1969); Jones v. State, 147
S.W.2d 508 (Tex.Cr.App. 1941).
An "imocent' pardon of a conviction
may result in the unavailability of the conviction for enhancement. GaflFtey v. State,
575 S.W.2d 537 (Tex.Cr.App. 1978); Logan v. Stare, 448 S.W.2d 462
(Tex.Cr.App. 1969).
In addition, the fact that the sentenceimposed upon a prior conviction is not in accordance with the indeterminate sentence
law, does not prevent the "prior" from becoming a "fmal conviction" for enhancement purposes. Espinom v. State, 494
S.W.2d 562 (Tex.Cr. App. 1973).

any claim of insufficient evidence unless
raised by written motion prior to trial
(C.C.P. 44.02) and conviction obtained as
a result of fundamental error.
If the defendant does not plead true, does
not stipulate to the "priors" or does not admit to the 'priors," the State must prove
the conviction. However, the defendant
may admit the "prior" but still plead "nntrue" to the enhancement paragraph under
the theory the State must still prove all the
issues beyond a reasonable doubt.
Washington v. State, 671 S.W.2d 524
(Tex.Cr.App. 1984).

Proof of Prior Convictions
To prove the 'priors," the State may
offer the original indictment, judgment and
sentence but this requires a Deputy District Clerk to identify the original documents. The State may also offer certified
copies of the sameinstruments without the
Clerk's testimony under former Texas
Civil Statute 373141; 3720 B&C and
3737E. The most common method to
prove the prior is probably through "pen
packets" using former 3731A, now the
Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence 901b(7)
and 902(4) and (2) and 1005. The Texas
"pen packet" usually contains the following: a certification page, photo of inmate,
copy of the judgment and sentence, a fingerprint card with personal data. The copy
of thejudgment and sentence must be certified by the District Clerk. Todd v. State,
598 S.W.2d 286 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980).
Former Texas Rules of Evidence
803(6)(B) and (22) and 902 (2)(4) permits
governmental records to be admitted even
though they are hearsay and deny right of
confrontation. To be admissible the
governmental record must be:
1. made by a governmental official or
employee with personal knowledge as to
the act or even in the entry recorded. Po~jer
v. State, 578 S.W.2d 742 (Tex.Cr.App.
1979).
2. a reliable and relevant record of the
event. Gassett v. State, 532 S.W.2d 328
(Tex.Cr.App. 1976).
3. based on a demonstrable fact. Porter
v. State (Supra).
On September 1, 1986, the Texas Rules
of Criminal Evidence became effective. As
of this date there are no appellate cases in
existence relevant to the use of prior convictions. Previously, V.A.C.A. 3731(a)

and 3737(e) repealed controlled. The following discussion applied to the interpretation of those statutes, but it is suggested
each reader consider the new rules numbers 803(6), (8); 901@)7; 902 (2),(4); and
1005 when examining the certified copies
of the pen packet to make sure they strictly
con~plywith the new rules.
While 3731(a) permits governmental
records to he proved up by the testimony
of a witness, certified copies are much
more commonly used. For certified copies,
the 3731(a) requires notice to opposing
counsel by delivering the opposing counsel a copy within a "reasonable time" before the trial unless there is unfair surprise
on opposing counsel. Apparently the Texas
Rules of Criminal Evidence rule 609f
which bars the use of convictions may not
be available when the conviction is used
to enhance as opposed to impeach. The
defense should make a motion to be permitted adequate time to examine the "pen
packet'' outside the presence of the jury
prior to the State offering them into evidence so the defense counsel can actually
read the documents.
The person offering a certified copy of
an official government record must prove:
1. the authority of the official i.e., the
holder of the particular document is the
lawful custodian of such docun~ents.
2. the person whose signature appears
on the document is the holder of the specified office.
3. the signature or seal appearing on the
certificate is his.
When the document sought to be introduced is not a copy of an oficial writing from a public office of the State or a
subdivision thereof is., a "penpacket,"the
record custodian must certify that he has
custody of such governmental records and
the County Judge (a court of record) must
certify that the record custodian is the
records custodian and his signature is
genuine. The county clerk of that county
certifies the county judge's signature. Because a certified copy is required to admit
sonleone to T.D.C., the certified copy of
thejudgment and sentencebecome part of
the inmate's official record T.D.C. record
and are admissible as a governmental
record. See Beasley v. State, 634 S.W.2d
320 (Tex.Cr.App. 1982) and Garza v.
State, 705 S.W.2d 818 (S.A.Ct.App.
1986). To preserve error to a faulty certification or lack of certification, an objec-

tion must be made or it is waived. Sintmoru
v. State, 429 S.W.2d 149 (Tex.Cr.App.
1968).
The objection should be specific and not
to the "pen packet" as a whole, or the error is waived. Hentandez v. State, 599
S.W.2d614 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980); Edlnrzd
v. State, 677 S.W.2d 204 (App.Dist.
1984). If the judgment and sentence in a
"pen packet" are not certified by the District Clerk, they should be objected to as
hearsay because they are not "official writing" or "official instruments" made by an
officer of the Texas Department of Corrections, who is not the custodian of the
original documents. See Todd v. State, 598
S.W.2d286 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980); Cano v.
State, 614 S.W.2d 578 (Tex.Cr.App.
1981).
Business records are now controlled by
Texas Rule of Criminal Evidence 803@).
The predicate for regular business
records is:
1. The "business" involved is a regular
organized activity whether conducted for
profit or not Ye., government, e.g., jail
records."
2. The record in question was kept in the
regular course of business.
3. It is the policy of the "business" to
keep a record or nlemorandum of such
event.
4. The record was originally made or
transmitted at or near the time of the event
by an employee with personal knowledge
of such event. See k c a s v. State, 149-84,
November 5, 1986 (Tex.Cr.App.) for a
reversal on lack of personal knowledge.
The business or governmental record is
not admissible solely because it is properly
proved up as a business record or governmental record. The business or governmental records are still subject to all the
objections as to what the recold says e.g.,
failure to comply with the Rule of Evidence 805 and is therefore hearsay, opinion extraneous offense, void conviction, or
the governmental or business record cpntain references to inadmissible conduct
which is not within the scope of C.C.P.
37.07 l i e details of the offense, other
pending cases, probation and parole revocations, prison misconduct. Porter v.
State. 578 S.W.2d 742 (Tex.Cr.App.
1979); Cross v. State, 586 S.W.2d 478
(Tex.Cr.App. 1979); Lege v. State, 501
S.W.2d 880 (Tex.Cr.App. 1973).
Hearsay is defined as a statement other
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than one made by the declarant while testifying at the trial or hearing offered to
povethe truth of thc mutter as&d thercin. Tuxns Rule of Rvidence 801(d). Many
times the record contains hearsay within
hearsay, whichmay be objected to. Texas
Rule Criminal Evidence 805, McCrary v.
State, 604 S.W.2d 113 (Tex.Cr.App.
1980). The contraty position to this objection is that the hearsay within hearsay, or
so called "ulterior hearsay" Hayter v. Sfate,
541 S.W.2d 435 (Tex.Cr.App, 1976), is
that the hearsay is merely "regular business hearsay." Loper v. Andrews, 404
S.W.2d 300. (Tex. 1966).
Secondly,' ;he State &st prove the
defendant in trial is one and the same as
thepersonpreviously convicted. Clavehnd
v. State, 493 S.W.2d 145 (Tex.Cr.App.
1973); Elizade v. State, 507 S.W.2d 749
(Tex.Cr.App. 1974); Butler v. State, 505
S.W.2d 869 (Tex.Cr.App. 1974); see also
Daniel v. State, 585 S.W.2d 688
(Tex.Cr.App. 1979) which sets out the judicially accepted methods of proof. The
defendant's fingerprints may be taken in
court to provide a set of knownprints and
bave an expert identify them as identical
to the set of prints in the "pen packet" or
in county jail records Vesselsv. State, 432
S.W.2d 108 (Tex.Cr.App. 1968); Tatum
v. State, 505 S.W.2d 548 (Tex.Cr.App.
1974); Patterson v. State, 700 S.W.2d 626
(Houston Ct.App. 1985). Wimesses such
as bailiff, court reporter, or former defense
counsel may testify the defendant was the
same person previously convicted. B m fieEd v. Stare, 445 S.W.2d 732
(Tex.Cr.App. 1969); Hood v. State, 705
S.W.2d844 (Ct.App. 1986). If the prosecutor testifies the defense counsel may consider objecting to his testimony nnder
ethics opinion 399 Texas Bar Journal,
February, 1981, p. 201. Photos from jail
records or in the "pen packet" can be compared with the defendant's appearance in
court or his photo at the time of his arrest
on the new case currently being tried. Photos without prints may be insufficient evidence. See Casey v. State, 677 S.W.2d 821
(F.W.Ct.App. 1984). Also a handwriting
expert may be used to compare signatures
of the defendant with those in the document, but a handwriting expert is required
if this is the only method of proof to mnnect the defendant with the prior. Cain v.
State, 468 S.W.2d 856 (Tex.Cr.App.
1971); Smith v. State, 489 S.W.2d 920
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(Tex.Cr.App. 1973); Long v. State, 590
S.W.2d 138 (Tex.Cr.App. 1979).
Finally, the State bas the burden to prove
that the first conviction was final before
the offense was committed in the second
conviction. Enmy v. State, 578 S.W.2d
137 (Tex.Cr.App. 1979); Jefferson v.
State, 611 S.W.2d 102 (1981); Apple v.
State, 647 S.W.2d 290 (Tex.Cr.App.
1983); Casey v. State, 708 S.W.2d 914
(Tex.Cr.App. 1986). The judgments and
sentences will prove by the dates thereon
that the second conviction alleged was obtained after the first conviction. Cleveland
v. State, 493 S.W.2d 145 (Tex.Cr.App.
1973); Tucker v. State, 689 S.W.2d 235
(App 1985).
The defendant could bave committed an
offense while out on bond or while his
earlier conviction was on appeal, or he
might have committed anoffense while on
prohation or committed numerous offenses
and been convicted out of chronological
order.
Where the State's proof as to finality appears to he regular on its face, the defense
has the burden of proof to atkaek the finality. Aslzley v. State, 527 S.W.2d 302
(Tex.Cr.App. 1975). A recital in the jndgment specifyingthe date of offense is sufficient proof therefore for this purpose. See
Gurierrez v. State, 555 S.W.2d 457;
Cabello v. State, 655 S.W.2d 243 (13th
CLApp. 1983). Thestatemay offer theindictment in the prior" to show the date of
commission offense, Willam v. State, 596
S.W.2d 903 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980), but the
indictmentis not proof that the offmse occurred on the date alleged because a convietion may he had on proof that the
offense occurred anytime prior to the
return of the indictment that is within the
period of limitations. Rogers v. State, 333
S.W.2d 383 (Tex Cr.App. 1960); Garay
v. Stare, 389 S.W.2d 952 (Tex.Cr.App.
1965); Alvarez v. State, 536 S.W.2d 357
(Tex.Cr.App. 1976); ExPam Ginus, 640
S.W.2d 619 (Tex.Cr.App. 1982). There
is a presumption that the offense alleged
was committed sometime within the period
of limitations, and when it appears that
period of limitations attached to the second
offense does not reach from the date the
indictment in the second conviction was
presented to date the first conviction alleged for enhancement became final, the
State has met its burden of showing that
the second offense alleged occurred after

the conviction for the first offense became
final. Hutchison v. State, 481 S.W.2d 881
(Tex.Cr.App. 1972); Cardenas v. State,
615 S.W.2d 774 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981).
There should he some evidence in the
record to support the 'lmitations" approach when the jury is the fact finder.
Stokes v. Procunier, 744 F.2d 475 (Fiilh
Circuit 1984).
The State can also prove the date of commission of the prior offense through live
witnesses such as the victim or investigator. Cleveland v. State, 493 S.W.2d 145
(Tex.Cr.App. 1973).
If inadmissiblehearsay evidence was the
only evidence offered to show the date of
commission of the subsequent offense, evidence is insufficient. McCrary v. State,
604 S.W.2d 113 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980).
The defense attorney should take the witness on voir dire to determine what his testimony is based on and if it is totally based
on an offense report, then object to testimony as hearsay, unless it is proved up
as past recollection recorded nnder
T.R.Cr.E. 803(5).

Collateral Attacks
Collateral attacks on the enhancement
paragraphs c m be made by a motion in
Court where the new offense is pending or
by apostconviction writ in the Court where
the original conviction was obtained. Ex
Parte Nivens, 619 S.W.2d 184
(Tex.Cr.App. 1981), but see Hill v. State,
633 S.W.2d 520 (Tex.Cr.App. 1982),
which requires an attack on the "prior" in
the court where the new case is pending
if the attack on the prior is for a "no attorney prior." A void conviction cannot be
used to enhance where the anviction is
subsequently rendered void, Ex Parte
Cooper, 493 S.W.2d 810 (Tex.Cr.App.
1973); Henderson v. SWe, 552 S.W.2d
464 (Tex.Cr.App. 1977). While as a
general rule a "fundamentally" defective
conviction i.e., a void instrument, can be
raised anytime, this tactic may he dangerous to the trial attorney because the Appellate Court could change the law. See Ex
Parte Coleman, 599 S.W.2d 305
(Tex.Cr.App. 1979), which holds a fundamentally defective jury charge could not
be raised in collateral attack, and see Ex
Parte Clark, 597 S.W.2d 760
(Tex.Cr.App. 1980), which holds a fundamentally defectivejury charge could be

raised in collateral attack. Probably under
Almanza v. State, 686 S.W.2d 157
(Tex.Cr.App. 1985), fundamental error in
jury charges no longer exists unless the
defendant pleads and proves he was denied
a fair and impartial trial. Ex Park Maldonado, 688 S.W.2d 151 (Tex.Cr.App.
1985).
The "prior" can be attacked if there was
a void indictment. Ex Parfe Stewart, 582
S.W.2d 144; Burney v. State, 614S.W.2d
834. But C.C.P. 1.14 and Article V, Section 12 of the Texas Constitutionmay have
wiped out that line of attacking the prior
conviction. Under the appmach prior to the
new statute, and Constitntional Amendment, the trial court never acquiredjurisdictionwhen the indictment failed to state
an offense. This fundamental error could
not be waived. Ex Parte White, 659
S.W.2d 434 (Tex Cr.App. 1983); Ex
Parte Owens, 679 S.W.2d 518
(7ex.Cr.App. 1984). At this pointin time,
it looks like the void indictment objection
i s still viable. See Ex Parte Russell. No.

challenge. SeeLegg v.-~tate,594 S.W.2d
429 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980) and Ex Parte
Reed, 610 S.W.2d 495 (Tex.Cr.App.
1981).
If the "prior" is a guilty plea which is
fundamentally defective it can be attacked.
See Whitten v. State, 587 S.W.2d 156
(Tex.Cr.App. 1979) and Taylor v. State,
610 S.W.2d 471 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981) for
a defective admonishment. If the plea is involuntary, it can be attacked. Ex Parte
Evans, 690 S.W.2d 274 (Tex.Cr.App.
1985) and Ex Parte Young, 684 S.W.2d
704 (Tex.Cr.App. 1984).
If the defendant was a juvenile at the
time of the "prior" and there was no examining trial the conviction may be void.
Men~efee v. Srate, 561 S.W.2d 828
(Tex.Cr.App. 1978); White v. Sate, 576
S.W.2d 843 (Tex.Cr.App. 1979). A conviction where the defendant is a minor
where the court failed waive a formal
waiver and transfer by the juvenile court

can result in a conviction later used to enhance. See Moore v. McCotter, 771 F2d
1085 (C.A.5 Tex.). The 'prior" can be attacked if it was obtained due to retrial after a reversal for insufficient evidence. Ex
Parte Mixon, 583 S.W.2d 378
(Tex.Cr.App. 1979) a n d B Parte Marfift,
(Tex.Cr.App. No. 67,540, April 29,
1981).
If the defendant failed to waive the right
to a jury, the conviction is void. Boyd v.
Srafe, 660 S.W.2d 820 (Tex.Cr.App.
1983); Breayeale v. State, 683 S.W.2d446
(Tex.Cr.App, 1985).
A 'briar" can be attacked for a denial of
counsel at a critical stage. Warr v. State,
591 S.W.2d 832 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980),
C.C.P. 1.13requires an attorney to waive
jury in a felony regardless of indigency.
Er P a m Ross, 522 S.W.2d 214
(Tex.Cr.App. 1975). A denial of counsel
at trial, sentencing or probation revocation
hearing may void the "prior," hut the
defendant bas the burden to prove he was
indi~ent,he was without an attorney (or

his counsel was not effective) and he did
not waive his right to an attorney. Bray v.
Stafe, 531 S.W.2d 633 (Tex.Cr.App
1976); Ex Parte Scott, 581 S.W.2d 181
(Tex.Cr.App. 1979); Ex Parte Gorton,
564 S.W.2d 766 (Teey.Cr.App. 1978).
The defendant's testimony alone is insufficientto overcome recitations in a judgment of conviction that he was represented.
The conviction may he void if the "lawyer" in the prior was not in fact a lawyer.
Ex Parte Biggins, 635 S.W.2d 743
(Tex.Cr.App. 1982). The "prior" may be
void if it was for a conviction of an offense
which was not a violation of the law (e.g.
drug cases like cocaine prior to August 7,
1979). Crow1 v. State, 611 S.W.2d 59
(Tex.Cr.App. 1981). The 'prior" may be
based on a void stacked sentence. Young
v. State, 579 S.W.2d 10 (Tex.Cr.App.
1979). The alleged "prior" may violate
carving principles no longer a good ground
for collateral attack Ex Parte McWilliams,
634 S.W.2d 815 and Ex Parte Clay, 675
S.W.2d 765.
I
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Blood Alcohol Testing
by Dan Kirby
Micro Forensics and ZnvestigatLions, Alvin, Texas
Driving while intoxicated has no doubt
become a serious issue. Its obvious something must be done to rid the highways of
significantly impaired drivers. In cases
where accidents have resulted in serious
bodily harm or death, it must be determined if any of the drivers involved were
intoxicated. Generally, blood specimens
are taken either free-flowing at the scene
or later at a hospital. It is the duty of a
forensic analyst to determine if the individual, from which the specimen was
taken, was intoxicated or not.
There are at least three general methods
utilized for determining ethyl alcohol content. These are oxidation, enzymatic and
gas chromatographic. I wish to briefly
describe the first two and go into more detail on the last one, the gas chromatographic.
In chemistly, many organic compounds
can be oxidized. Put simply, oxidation is
the addition of oxygen atoms and the
removal of hydrogen atoms. Reduction is
the opposite; the removal of oxygen atoms
and usually the addition of hydrogen. For
example, when iron is exposed to air, oxygen atoms add to the iron to form iron oxide or better known as mst. In this case,
no hydrogen atoms were removed because
iron doesn't contain any hydrogen.
Ethyl alcohol (drinking alcohol) is actually ethane gas with an alcohol group attached (an -OH group).
CH3-CH3
ethane

+

-OH
alcohol
group

-t

ethyl alcohol

+

R-OH
OXIDIZER -t R-COOH
(where R can be any group)
When oxidizing a sample such as blood
which contains thousands of compounds,
how is the analyst to know fhat other alcohols were not oxidized also? If this happens, then the result would be a higher
absorbance of light and therefore a higher
apparent ethyl alcohol content. It is known
that all alcoholic beverages contain other
alcohols besides ethyl alcohol, but in
smaller quantities.
Another problem is that there exist substances which can already naturally absorb
ultraviolet light at various wavelengths.
Almost all the vitamins do. How mnch of
these are in the blood? Obviously that depends on the specific individual.
It is my opinion that ultraviolet light
should never be used for qualitative analysis except as a screening tool only. Once
a substance has been conclusively identified and purified, then this instrument is
most satisfactory for quantitation.
The second method is the enzymatic one.

Sr

CH3-CH2-OH
ethyl alcohol

This chemical equation is not balanced but
it will suff~ceas a simple example.
One way in which to determine how
much ethyl alcohol is present is to chemicaUy convert the alcohol group (the -OH)
to an acid group (an -0HH). This is done
because this acid group witl absorb
ultraviolet light at certain wavelengths.
CH3-CII2-OH

quantitating the ethyl alcohol.
This type of test has one major problem.
There are literally thousands of compounds
which contain alcohol groups.

+ OXIDIZER -,CH3-COOH
acetic acid
(absorbs
UV light)

How mnch light is absorbed is dependant
upon how mnch of the alcohol was converted into the acid. This is the basis for
14 VOICE for the Defense /May 1987
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Most hospitals use this test because of automation and speed of analysis. Actually, the
human body uses this principle to eliminate
alcohols. An enzyme is a chemical which
is used to speed up or slow down a chemical reaction. The enzyme itself is usually
not consumed or destroyed in the reaction.
If a large chemical called NAD is allowed
to react with ethyl alcohol in the presence
of an enzvme called alcohol dehvdroeenase
or ADH, another oxidation reaction occurs. This time, the alcohol is converted
into an aldehyde, not an acid.

. .,

-

ADH

CH3-CHZ-OH
ethyl alcohol

+ NAD

CH3-COH
aldehyde

An aldehyde is the general chemical name
given to a chemical which structurally is
in between an alcohol and acid. The idea
here is to allow the alcohol to convert the
NAD to NADH. It is the amount of
NADH which is measured, again with
ultraviolet light, and from which the alcohol content is determined.
Again, there are potential problems associated with this test method. As I mentioned earlier, there are many compounds
which contain alcohol groups. After studying the mechanism of this reaction, it is ob-
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vious to me that whatever the group is, partial positive and negative charges. Exattached to the alcohol gmup, plays no sig- ample: if you add another alcohol group
nificant role in the reaction. Of course, to ethyl alcohol, you have ethylene glycol
there are exceptions. If rubbing alcohol or better known as common antifreeze.
(isopropyl alcohol) is used to cleanse the Smee there are two alcohol groups attached
skin prior to withdrawing the blood speci- instead of one, then the substance has a
men, a false positive reading can result. higher polarity. Not only that, but it will
Also, the other alcohols present in blood weigh more.
could possibly react. Again, this method
The GC uses what are called columns.
uses ultraviolet light for both qualitative Columns are long cylindrical tubes conand quantitative analysis. The procedure taining a solid substance inside called a
a s s u m ethyl alcohol is the only substance packing material. Some columns only have
present which will react. It also assumes a coating on theinside instead of apacking.
NADH is the only substance present which
To begin with, an inert gas such as heliwill absorb this light at a specified um or nitrogen is constantly passed
wavelength.
through the column. The front of the
Because of the problems associated with column is attached to a hot injection port
the two previous tests, the gas chromato- where the sample will be injected. If an
graphic method has been viewed as most unknown sample is injected, the various
accurate.
volatile components will begin to travel
First, I will describe the gas chromato- through this column. Since each compograph hereinafter referred to as the GC. nent in the sample has a different weight
The GC is probably themost powerful tool and/or polarity, each will travel at differused in chemical analysis.
ent rates. The lighter and less polar ones
It is easy to understand that most solids, travel faster than the heavier and more poliquids and gases found in nature are a mix- lar ones. So you see, the column actually
ture of chemicals or compounds. For ex- separates compounds in a mixture. Now,
ample, the air we breathe consists mostly as each component elutes fmm the other
of nitrogen, to a lesser extent oxygen and end of the column, they travel at different
even less other residual gases. Obviously, times into an electronic detector. For each
blood contains thousands of substances. component eluted, we see a peak on the
Each of these substances have different computer screen or chart recorder. Therechemical and physical properties. The GC fore if an unknown sample contains three
operator takes advantage of the physical volatile substances, we see three peaks at
properties not the chemical ones. Eixam- three different times. These times are
ple: rubbing alcohol weighs more than called 'retention times' and are characterisethyl alcohol and wood alcohol (methanol) tic of the components. Therefore, a mixweighs less than ethyl alcohol. Not only ture containing ethyl alcohol, isopropyl
this, but each type of alcohol can have alcohol and methanol would give three
other things attached which causes a higher different retention times. Now, retention
or lower polarity. Polarity is a term given time alone is not conclusive because it is
to suhstances which possess complete or possible another substance can have very

near the same retention time as another
substance. To reduce this possibility, some
samples are injected again but on a different column which changes the expected
retention times. It's not very likely that two
different substances will have similar
retention times on two different colnms.
For quantitative purposes, a GC usually
has an integrator connected. This device
integrates the area under each of the peaks
produced. The area is directly proportional
to the quantity of substance injected.
In determining how much ethyl alcohol
is present in blood, using the GC method,
careful sample preparation is important.
Usually one milliliter blood is placed into
a glass container. Sodium chloride is added to force the light weight substances
into the vapor state in the volume above
the blood. This is done with known concentrations of ethyl alcohol (standards) as
well as the unknowns. A sample of the
vapor is injected on to the GC column.
Since the retention time of the ethyl alcohol is known and the standard eoncentrations are known, any ethyl alcohol present
in the unknowns can be quantdated. Once
the concentration is determined, it is simple to convert Into grams of alcohol per
100 milliliters of blood.
As you can see from all three methods,
the GC one is most accurate and reliable.
Through use of retention times, other alcohols are rules out as interfering. Also
this method looks at the ethyl alcohol
directly and not some product of an alcohol oxidation reaction.
In conclusion, I should say while GC
retention time analysis is not totally conclusive for ethyl alcohol, it is by far the
prime choice for blood alcohol analysis.

The issue is not one of removing politics from the legal system, for political
eonrinrredfim page 3
values are an inherent part of any legal system. The issue is accountability. The
Different judges, equally intelligent and framers of the Texas Constihltion wisely
without corruption, commonly reach guaranteed that judges should be accountdifferent resolts when applying the law to able directly to the people. The conceutrathe same fact situation. This is because tion of political power in the hands of a few
judges must interpret the law, and in in- diminishes accountability, and creates a
terpreting the law judges must employ not public perception that citizens are politionly their legal training, but a lifetime of cally impotent to influence the legal sysexperience which has shaped their com- tem under which they must live.
mon sense, their perceptions, and their po- Experience teaches that when this concenlitical values.
tration of power occurs, a predictable

result is an increased dismpecf for the rule
of law.
As I have written many times before, we
live in an age of unprecedented assault on
our individual liberties guaranteed under
our state and federal constitutions.' Ultimately, it is thejudges of this state, as interpreters of the law, in which we must
place our trust to preserve those freedoms
against the intrusions of government. That
tmst should continue to be placed in judges
elected by the people and accounfahle to
the people.

President's Column
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The Voice Listens
Jury Questionnaires
by Robert B. Hirschhorn and Cathy E. Bennett
Throughout our state and the nation,
more and more defense attorneys, prosecutors and judges are acceptingjury questionnaires as a tool for obtaining critical
information with a nominal invasion of
privacy. Furthermore, the questionnaire
will expedite the jury selection process
without compromising or infringing any
Constitutional right enjoyed by the
accused.
Not only do jury questionnaires save
time and money but they provide a superior
means of obtaining general background information concerning prospective jurors
and in determining whether they have prior
knowledge of the case, exposure to pretrial
publicity, or any particular bias or
prejudice inconsistent with their ability to

Robert B. Hirschhom is a crinrirlul
defe~lseattorney with oftices in Houston
and Galveston, Texas. He has ivritteu
~~irmerous
legal nnicles including Effective
Jury Selection Techniques aud Jury Selection: A Trial Lawyer's Second Greatest
Fear.
In 1985, Robert was a faculty member
at tlw National Criminal Defense College
in Macon, Georgia. Additionally, Robert
has lectured on h r ~ Selection
y
througl~out
the nation.
Cathy E. Bennett, Houston, Texas, is
one of the founders of tltefield ofjury and
trial consultation. She is the president of
her company, Cathy E. Bennett & Associates, IIIC.,which ims a national reputation.
She has worked on over. 400 cases and 11as
&en featured on "60Minutes" and "Phil
Donahue." S11e has assisted in such
noteworthy cases as U S . v. John
DeLorean, Wounded Knee, the ~ o w a r d
Hughes Will Case (Mormon Will) and the
trial of the Irish Repicblican Army. fie
trials she has participated in have run the
spectrum from misdemeanors to highly
publicized cases. She has lectured in
hundreds of legal forums.
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serve as impartial jurors. In short, questionnaires constitute an effective tool for
the gathering of information necessary to
the meaningful exercise of peremptory and
cause challenges.
Keeping in mind that the questionnaire
is a confidential way for a juror to express
his thoughts and feelings about his own
background and sensitive topics, the quality and accuracy of the information obtained is substantially increased. More
thorough responses are received both on
the normally boring, repetitive background
questions and on the probing, often embarrassing, crucial case issue questions.
By reading the questionnaire, the Court
and trial lawyers can tailor their questions
to the necessary follow-ups indicated by
the juror's answers. This adds a refreshing quality to the voir dire and leaves far
fewer questions to be asked in open court
to the panel. More interaction is achieved
with the jurors on a personal and meaningful basis.
Another value of the questionnaire is that
your voir dire is prepared and, if the Court
denies your motion, you have most of the
necessary questions prepared for your case
in. To preserve your appellate issue, obtain a ruling on your motion and make sure
the questionnaire is made part of the
record.
Below is a sample motion and jury questionnaire.
NO.
THE
VS.

I ih.THE nI=m COURT
I 176th J U O l C U I . DISTRICT
I HARRIS c o r n , T
E
w
MOTION TO SURWTJURY
QUESnONNAIRE TO nlE PAYEL

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE O F
SAID COURT:
NOW COMES, the Defendant, P,
who by and through his undersigned counsel and files this Motion To Submit Jury
Questionnaire to the Panel and in support
thereof would show unto this Honorable
Court the following:

I.
is on trial
That the Defendant, ,
for the felony offense of Driving While Intoxicated.
11.
That the circumstances surrounding the
Defendant's arrest as well as his prior alcohol related convictions will require an
extensive voir dire of the jury panel so as
to ensure the defendant that he is given the
benefit of a fair trial as guaranteed by the
United States and Texas Constitutions.
111.
That the jury selection process will be
substantially expedited by the use of a Jury
Questionnaire which is designed to elicit
critical background information as well as
determine those jurors who may be susceptible to a challenge for cause.
IV .
That juror questionnaires have been
previously used in this county as well as
numerous coiutrooms all over the country.
There is universal agreement that such
questionnaires promote judicial economy
and is in the best interest of justice.

v.
Attached hereto as Exhibit #I is theproposed jury questionnaire prepared for this
case.
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the D e f e n d a n t , , respectfully prays that this Honorable Court grant
this Motion and Order that the jury questionnaire be distributed and filled out by
the panel prior to jury selection. Thereafter, counsel seeks a reasonable time to
review the questionnaire prior to any
general or individual voir dire of the panel,
and for such other and further relief as this
Honorable Court deems necessary and
just.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED.

Juror Questionnaire
Please Make Certain That Yortr Answers Are Legible
1. FuU Name:
2. Length of time at Current Address:
3. Length of Current Employment:
a. What are your job responsibilities:
b. What do you l i e the most about your job: 4. Level of education:
a. If college, what was your major:
b. What college did you attend:
c. Have you ever taken a course in law:
If yes, please describe:
5 . Have you ever served in the armed forces:
a. Branch and highest rank.
b. Dates:
c. Duties:
d. Place of service:
e. 'Qpe of Discharge:
f. Have you ever served on a court martial:
6. If you have children, please statetheir names, ages, edncation and if employed, nature of work and location of employment.

12. Have you, a family member or close friend ever have a
. bad experience with a drunk driver ( ) yes ( ) no. If yes,
please explain.
13. Have you, a family memher or close friend ever been
stopped, arrested, charged or convicted of drunk driving?
( ) yes ( ) no. If yes, plea'se explain.

14. What have you heard, read or seen on television about the
law in Texas regarding Driving While Intoxicated?

15. Do you know anyone that has a drinking problem? ( ) yes
()no. If yes, describe how you and that person cope with
the disease?
16. Have you ever had one or two alcoholic drinks and then
driven a vehicle? ( ) yes ( ) n o . If yes, why did you drive
your vehicle?

-

17. How many times per month do you have one or more alcoholic drinks?
18. Do you, any family members or close friends own a business that sells alcohol or alcoholic drinks? ( ) yes ( ) no.
If yes, what is the business?

6a. How would you feel if one of your children were charged
with Driving While Intoxicated?

19. Do you, any family member or close friends work for a
business that sells alcohol or alcoholic drinks? ( ) yes
( ) no. If yes, what business?

7. Do you or any member ofyour family do any typeof civic,
club, organizational or other volunteer work?
7a. If yes, please list the civic, social or religious organizations and clubs:

20. Some people feel that it should not be against the law to
have one or two alcoholic drinks. Other people feel that
if you have any alcoholic drinks and then drive a vehicle
it should be against the law. What is your opinion?

7b. Do you or any member of your family or close friends
belong to any organization such as neighborhood crime
watch, crime stoppers, victims for victims, or a similar
group?
i. If yes, which ones:

21. If the State proved that the accused, had been convicted
of Driving While Intoxicated on two prior occasions,
would that fact influenceyour decision of whether the accused was driving while intoxicated on this occasion?
( ) yes ( ) no. Why or Why not?

ii. What are your feelings about such organizations?
8. Are you presently a member of Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers, Students Against Drunk Drivers, or any similar
group or organization? ( ) yes ( ) no.
9. Have yor ever been a member of M.A.D.D., S.A.D.D.
or similar group or organization ( ) yes ( ) no.
LO. Are any family members or close friends a member of
M.A.D.D., S.A.D.D. or similar group or organizations
OyesOno.
11. Please tell us your opinion about groups such as
M.A.D.D., S.A.D.D. or similar organizations? -

22. Have you, any family member or close friends ever served
on a jury for a case involving Driving While Intoxicated?
OyesOno.
23. Have you, any family member or close friends ever served
on a civil or criminal jury where driving while intoxicated
was an issue? ( ) yes ()no. If yes, please tell us about that
situation.
24. Have you, any family members or close friends ever been
a witness in a case of driving while intoxicated? ( ) yes
( 1 no.
25. The State of Texas has charged the accused, with Driving
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While Intoxicated. To vote for a verdict of Not Guilty,
would you require the accused to present evidence or testimony? ( ) yes ( ) no. Why or why not?
-

26. If the state presented witnesses who said the accused was
driving while intoxicated and then you saw a video tape
taken shortly after his arrest which created a reasonable
doubt, would you vote not guilty? ( ) yes ( ) no. Why or
why not?
27. Would you consider probation for a person who has been
convicted of Driving While Intoxicated two prior times?
( ) yes ( ) no. Why or why not?
28. Do you drink alcohol? ( ) yes ( ) no. Why or why not?
29. How do you feel about people who drink alcohol?
30. Do you belong to a church or any other group that is against
drinking alcohol? ( ) yes ( ) no. If yes, which one?
3 1. Are you or any close friend or relative associated with any
federal, state or local law enforcement agency, personnel
or other government officer such as district attorneys or

judges? Are you or any close friend or relative associated
with any attorney who practices criminallaw. If yes, please
explain.
32. Have you or any member of your family or close friends
ever worked for or applied for a job with any federal, state
or local law enforcement agency?
32a. If yes, which one(@:
32b. Have you or any member of your family ever wanted to
go into law enforcement?
33. Have you or any member of your family or any close
friends ever been the victim of any crime?
If yes, please describe:

34. Have you, any member of your family, or any close friend
ever been stopped, arrested, accused or convicted of committing any crime?
If yes, please explain
35. Tell us anything else about yourself that you think we
should know.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct.
DATED:
SIGNED
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1986 49 Tx.BarJour. 700, Lender,
1987 Crim.Justice Vol.lN04 P.34, Fourth Amendment? Califo,nia v. Ciraolo, Director and Oficer Liability. by Jorge A.
Hobv Personal Computers Can Help the by Saundra R. Steinberg
Guitierrez
Crirniral Pmctitioner, by Deanne C.
1986 49 Tx.BarJour. 386, Offensive and
Siemer
Defensive Uses of the Lesser-included
Offense, by Robert Dinsmoor and Matthew
DeKoatz
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U N I T E D

S T A T E S

S U P R E M E

C O U R T

The past four months have been busy ones for the Supreme Court In
the area of criminal law. Eleven significant decisions are
summarized below.
COLORADO
--

V. B E R T X , No. 85-889; Oecfded January 14, 1987
Opinion by Justice Rehnsuist [joined by White, Blackmun,
Powell. Stevens, O'Conner and Scallal
Concurring Opinion by Justice Blackmun [joined by Powell and
0'Conner 1
Dissenting Opinion by Justice Marshall [joined by Brennanl

SEARCH AND SEIZURE -- INVENTORY SEARCH -- OK TO SEARCH CLOSED
CONTAINERS FOUND IN BACKPACK IN D'S IMPOUNDED VAN:
FACTS: D arrested for DWI. Before tow truck arrived to take
D's van to impoundment lot, backup officer inventoried van's
contents.
Inside closed backpack officer found controlled
substances, drug paraphenalia and large amount of cash. Backpack
was located directly behind front seat of van.
Local police
procedures required detailed inspection and inventory of
iimpounded veh f c 1 es

.

HELD:
Policies behind search warrant requirement are not
implicated in an inventory search, nor is the related concept of
probable cause.
The facts here are not controlled by "closed
container" cases such as Chadwick or Arkarpas v. Sanders because
"Both of t.hese cases concerned searches solely for the purpose of
investigating criminal conduct, with the validity of the searches
therefore dependent on the application of the probable cause and
warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment."
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The majority reasoned that the present case was more like
South Dakota v. Opperrnan and Illinois v. Lafayette because "there
was no showing that the police, who were following standardized
procedures, acted in bad faith or for the sole purpose of
investigation."
T/C had found that police department
NOTE :
procedures
here mandated opening
of
closed
containers and listing of their contents.
S.M.
stressed that "Our decisions have always adhered
to the requirement that inventories be conducted
according to standardized criteria."
Majority rejected D's attack that inventory search was
unconstitutional
because police department regulations gave
officers discretion to choose between impounding van and parking
Such an exercise of
and locking it in a public parking place.
discretion is constitutionally OK if done according to standard
criteria and on basis of something other than suspicion of
evidence of criminal activity.

QUERY:
If there is no harm in choosing to
inventory and impound rather than to park and
lock, would the same result apply if there had
been a responsible person on the scene to whom to
tender the van?
NOTE:
Majority points out in
footnote that the police directive establishes
several conditions that must be met before an
officer can use park 'n lock.
It could be that
the simpliest choice is to give keys to someone
designated by driver.
Should any significance
attach
to officer's decision not to
follow
simplest procedure?
PRACTICE GUIDE: Since police practice often seems
to be to allow non-drunk passenger to take control
of car, it may be worth a check to see which is
the preferred practice in your area.
Obviously,
giving keys and car to someone on the scene would
If
involve less officer time on forms, etc.
defense attorney suspects impoundment was real 1~
for
investigatory purposes,
it
would
be
interesting to know if there is any order of
preference within the department, if use of one
method over another seems to depend on age, race,
economic status, etc.
DISSENTING OPINION:
Focus of dissenters is on
expectation of privacy in his backpack and
contents.
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D's
its

COLORADO V. SPRING, No, 85-1517; Decided January 27. 1987
Opinion by Justice Powell [joined by Rehnquist. White,
Blackmun. Stevens, O'Conner and Scalial
Dissenting Opinion by Justice Marshall [joined by Brennanl
CONFESS IONS
-- MIRANDA WAIVER -- D DOES NOT HAVE TO BE AWARE
OF ALL POSSIBLE SUBJECTSOF POLICE QUESTIONING BEFORE HE CAN
WAIVE 5TH AMENDMENT PROTECTIONS:
FACTS:
February 1979 D and X shoot and kill CW during
hunting trip in Colorado.
Shortly afterwards, informant tells
Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) agent that D is transporting
stolen firearms and also that D had discussed his participation
in CW's killing.
At this point CW's body not yet found and he
has not been reported missing.
AFT sets up "buy" from D in
Missouri in late March; D arrested.

D advised of -Miranda rights at arrest scene and at AFT
office.
He signed form that he understood and waived those
rights and t.hat he was willing to make a statement and answer
questions.
AFT officers 1st questioned D re: firearms. They next asked
if D had criminal record and D told them of juvenile offense of
shooting his aunt.
When officers asked D if he had ever shot
anyone else, D ducked head and mumbled, "I shot another guy
once."
D answered negatively when asked if he had ever been to
Colorado or had shot CW and thrown body in snowbank.
In late May D was visited by Colorado law enforcement. Once
against D was warned and gave written waiver.
Officers told D
they wanted to question him about the Colorado murder and D
indicated he "wanted to get it off his chest". During that 1 and
1/2 hour interview, D confessed to the murder -- he did not ask
for attorney or indicate desire to terminate interview. Officers
prepared wrftten statement which D read, edited and signed.
D's March 30 statement " 1 shot another guy once" was not
admitted at trial. The May 26 written statement was admitted.
ISSUE:
Did failure of AFT officers to inform D before the
March fqterview that they would question him about Colorado
murder affect his waiver of Miranda rights? 1.e.. was the May 26
statement "fruit" of March 30th statement which was itself
invalid because D hadn't been told he would be questioned about
the Colorado murder following his arrest by federal agents for
traffic in'stolen firearms?
HELD:

Supreme

Court

focused on

validity

of

March

30
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statement, finding no doubt that D's decision to waive his 5th
Amendment privilege was voluntary [i.e., he alleged no coercion]
and knowing and intelligent [i.e., D understood that he had right
to remain silent] ---- "The Constitution does not require that
a criminal suspect know and understand every possible consequence
of a waiver of the Fifth Amendment privilege."

---S.Ct. rejected D's
claim of "official trickery"
"This Court has never held that mere silence by law enforcement
officials as to the subject matter of an interrogation is
'trickery' s,ufficient to invalidate a suspect's waiver of Miranda
rights, and we expressly decline so to hold today." The S.Ct.'s
view was that once the warnings were given, it is difficult to
see how offical silence could cause a suspect to misunderstand
the nature of his right.
CAUTION:
This decision does NOT reach question of
whether waiver of Miranda rights would be valid in face
of affirmative misrepresentations by law officers as to
the scope of the interrogation; [See footnote 8.1
S.Ct. cites to its decisions in cases in which waiver
of 5th Amendment privilege was invalidated.

-No. 85-899: Decided January 27. 1987
CONNECTICUT V. BARRETT,
Opinion by Justice Rehnquist [joined by White. Blackmun,
Powell, O'Conner and Scalial
Concurring Opinion by Justice Brennan
Dissenting Opinion by Justice Stevens [joined by Marshall]

-- RIGHT TO COUNSEL -- AGREEMENT TO TALK TO
CONFESS IONS
POLICE BUT NOT TO GIVE WRITTEN STATEMENT WITHOUT ATTORNEY WAS
VOLUNTARY WAIVER OF RIGHT TO COUNSEL.
FACTS:
D arrested for suspicion of sexual assault. He was
advised of his rights and signed acknowledgment of receipt of
Miranda warnings.
D told ~fficers"he would not give the police
any written statements but he had no problem in talking about the
incident."
A half hour later D was questioned by 2 officers.
Prior to
questioning he was again advised of Eiranda rights and signed a
card acknowledging he had been read those rights.
D said he
understood his rights and told officers he would not g v z 2
written
- statement unless his attornex was present but bed "no
problem" talking about the incident.
D then gave oral- statement
admitting his-involvement.
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Tape recorder had malfunctioned and police conducted 2nd
interview.
For 3rd time D was advised of Miranda rights, and
said. "he was willing to talk about [the incident] verbally but
he did not want to put anything in writing until his attorney
came."
D then repeated confession.
Once agafn tape recorder
didn't work, and an officer reduced to writing his reco11ection
of D's statement.
ISSUE: Did D's expressed desire for counsel before making a
written statement serve as an invocation of the right for all
purposes?
HELD:
No constitutional objective would be served by
suppression in this case.
D's limited requests for counsel were
accompanied by affirmative announcements of his willingness to
speak with police.
Miranda gives D right to choose between
speech and silence, and 0 chose to speak. D made his intentions
clear and they were honored by the police.
S.Ct. rejected D's claim that distinction he drew between
oral and wrltten statements indicated such an incomplete understanding of the consequences, that his invocation of right to
counsel should be deemed effective for all purposes. CD had
testified that he understood his rights as they were read to
him.]
S.Ct.
also
rejected
D's
claim that his
statements
represented an ambiguous or equivocal response to
Miranda
warnings.

CALlFORNlA V. BROWN, No. 85-1563; Decided January 27, 1987
Opinion by Justice Rehnquist [joined by White. Powell,
O'Conner and Scalial
Concurring opinion by Justice O'Conner
Dissenting opinion by Justice Brennan [joined in part by
Marshall and Stevens]
Dissenting opinion by Justice Blackmun [joined by Marshall1
-- JURY INSTRUCTIONS -- LIMITING JURY
TO
DEATH PENALTY
CONSIDERATION OF RECORD EVIDENCE AND CHARGING THEM NOT TO BE
OK:
SWAYED BY "MERE SENTIMENT, CONJECTURE, SYMPATHY. PASSION

..."

FACTS:
At penalty phase of California death penalty case,
jury was instructed to consider the aggravating and mitigating
circumstances and to weigh them in determining appropriate
penalty.
However, t/c also cautioned jury that it "must not be
swayed by mere sentiment, conjecture,
sympathy, passion,
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prejudice, pub1i.c opinion or public feelings".
Evidence at punishment phase of D's rape-murder trial showed
he had raped another young girl some years prior to his attack on
CW. D presented evidence from several family members who told of
his peaceful nature and their disbelief that he was capable of
D also presented psychiatrist's
testimony
such a brutal crime.
D killed CW because of shame and fear over sexual
that
dysfunction.
D testified in own behalf, expressing shame for
prior criminal record and asking for mercy.
BACKGROUND NOTE: California Penal Code Sec. 190.3
differs from our Article 37.071 and provides that
California capital defendants may introduce at the
penalty phase any evidence "as to any matter relemitigation
including, but not
vant to
limited to, the nature and circumstances of the
and
the
defendant's
present
offense,
character, background, history, mental condition
and physical condition."

...

...

...

California Supreme Court had reversed, finding
that the instruction denied D's right to have jury
consider any "sympathy factor" raised by evidence.
ISSUE:
Did charge violate 8th Amendment by diverting jury
from consideration of mitigating evidence?
HELD:
Charge
was not constitutionally infirm.
8th
Amendment establishes 2 separate prerequisites for valid death
sentence:
(I)
sentencer may not be given unbridled discretion.
( 2 ) even though sentencer's discretion must be restricted, D must
be
allowed to introduce any relevant mitigating
evidence
regarding his "character" or record and any of the circumstances
of the offense.
S.Ct. adopted "common sense" approach and concluded that
reasonable juror would not interprete challenged instruction
unconstitutionally. Instead, juror would understand instruction
not to rely on "mere sympathy" as directive to ignore only the
sort of sympathy that would be totally divorced from evidence
adduced at penalty phase.
S.Ct. also thought it unlikely that
furor would "almost perverse1 y" s i ngl e out term "sympathy" from
the other nouns accompanying it in the instruction.
Read as
whole instruction is no more than catalog of kinds of factors
that could improperly influence juror's vote.
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PENNSYLVANIA V. RITCHIE, No. 85-1347; Decided February 24, 1987
Opinion by Justice Powell with respect to Parts I, 11, I I I 8. 111-C and IV in which Rehnquist, White, Blackmun and
O'Conner join and an opinion with respect to Part 111-A
in
which Rehnquist, White and O'Conner join
Concurring opinion by Justice Blackmun
Dissenting opinion by Justice Brennan [joined by Marshall1
Dissenting opinion by Justice Stevens [joined by Brennan,
Marshall and Scalial
DISCOVERY
-- TO WHAT EXTENT MUST A STATE'S
INTEREST IN
CONFIDENTIALITY OF ITS FILES CONCERNING INVESTIGATION OF CHILD
ABUSE YIELD TO D'S 6TH AND 14TH AMENDMENT RIGHTS TO DISCOVER
FAVORABLE EVIDENCE?
FACTS:
D was charged with a range of sexual offenses
against his 13 year old daughter.
State had establ i shed
protective service agency [CYSl charged wlth investigating cases
of suspected mistreatment and neglect.
When D's minor daughter
reported to police that she had been assaulted by D 2-3 times a
week for past 4 years, matter was referred to CYS.
Pre-trial D sought discovery of CYS records concerning
daughter. File related to offense and also to records he claimed
were compiled in 1978 when CYS investigated a separate report by
unidentified source that D's children were being abused.
FACTUAL NOTE:
Although 1978 investigation took
place during time period daughter claimed she was
being molested, it was undisputed that daughter
did not tell CYS about assaults at that time.
CYS refused to tender records, claiming state privilege. During
pre-trial hearing D requested disclosure of medical report he
believed had been compiled during the '78 investigation; he also
asserted he was entitled to file because it might contain names
of favorable witnesses and other,
unspecified
exculpatory
evidence.
T/C accepted representative of CYS's assurance that
there was no medical report in the file.
T/C denied D's request
for access.
FACTUAL NOTE:
In footnote S.Ct. observed that
there was no suggestion prosecutor had access to
f i le at any point. or that he was aware of its
contents.
At trial daughter was main witness against D.
In attempt to
rebut
her test.imony D cross-examined daughter at
1 ength.
including her reasons for not reporting incidents sooner.
HELD:

D

entitled

to

know

whether

CYS

file

contains
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information that may have changed outcome of trial had it been
disclosed. However, D's attorney not entltled to access to flle.
S.Ct. reasons that in camera review by the t/c wlll serve D's
interest without destroying the State's need to protect confidentiality of those involved in child-abuse investlgations.
S.Ct.
is aware this denies D the benefits of an "advocate's eye" but
stresses that "this Court has never held -- even in the absence
of a statute restricting d~sclosure -- that a defendant alone
may make the determination as to the rnaterlality of the fnformation." D is still protected by rule that he may request specific
information [i.e., medical report] and argue its materiality, and
that the duty to disclose is ongoing.
NOTE:
S.Ct. utilized a due process analysis
rather than
Confrontation Clause
approach.
Because the Court concluded that under these facts
compulsory process provided no qreater proection
than due process, Court elected not to decide
whether and how the two clauses differed.
STATUTE COMPARISON:
S.Ct. finds evidence of
importance of the public interest at issue by fact
that all 50 States and D.C.
have
statutes
protecting
confidentiality of their
offical
records concerning child abuse.
S.Ct. expressed no opinion if result would have
been same had statute protected CYS files from
disclosure to anyone, including law-enforcement
and judicial personnel.

MARYLAND V . G A R R _ m . No. 85-1347; Decided February 24, 1987
Opinion by Justice Stevens [joined by Rehnquist. White,
Powell, O'conner and Scalia]
Dissenting opinion by Justice Blackmun [joined
and Marshall]
SEARCH AND SEIZURE -- WARRANT
SEIZURE FROM WRONG APARTMENT:

--

by

Brennan

GOOD FAITH RELIANCE EXCUSES

FACTS:
Police officers obtained and executed warrant to
search person of X and "the premises known as 2036 Park Avenue
third floor apartment". At time officers applied for warrant and
searched, they reasonably believed there was only I apartment on
the premises described in warrant.
In reality, 3rd floor was divided into 2 apartments, one of
them D's,
By time officers executing warrant realized they were
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in a separate apartment [D's], they had discovered the controlled
substance that formed basis of D's conviction.
Prior to warrant application, officer had made exterior exam
of building and contacted utility company.
He then concluded
that there was only one apartment on 3rd floor and that X was its
occupuant.
1.

Validity of Warrant:

lescription of place to be searched was too broad
because it was based on mistaken belief that there was only 1
apartment on 3rd floor.
ISSUE:
Whether that factual mistake invalidated a warrant
that would have been valid if it had reflected a completely
accurate understanding of bullding's floor plan.
HELD: Constitutionality of officers' conduct must be judged
in light of information available to them at time they acted.
Warrant was valid when issued even though it turned out to be
ambiguous in scope.
2.

Mistake in Execution:

Officers were entitled to be in 3rd floor common area
-- they had warrant and were accompanied by X who gave them key
If officers knew, or should have known, that 3rd
to open door.
floor had 2 apartments, they would have to limit search to X's
apartment.
Once officers "put on notice" that they might be in
wrong unit, search had to be discontinued.
HELD:
Validity of search of D's apartment pursuant to
warrant authorizing search of whole 3rd floor depends on whether
officer's
failure to realize the overbreadth of the warrant was
objectively understandable and reasonable.

MARTIN V. OHIO, No. 85-6461: Decided February 25. 1987
Opinion by Justice White [joined by Rehnquist, Stevens.
O'Conner and Scalia]
Dissenting Opinion by Justice Powell [joined by Brennan and
Marshall. and by Blackmun as to Parts I and 1 1 1 1
JURY INSTRUCTIONS

-- BURDEN OF PROOF -- SELF DEFENSE

FACTS:
Ohio views self defense as an affirmative defense
and places burden of proof on O by a preponderance of evidence.
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D and her husband [ H I argued over grocery $.
D claimed H
hit her in head during argument and that she went upstairs, put
on robe, and later came back downstalrs with H's gun which she
H saw something in D's hand and
intended to get rid of.
.questioned her about it. When H "came at" D, she "lost her head"
and fired. 3 of the 5-6 shots fired hit H.
D was charged with aggravated murder.
She testified in own
behalf and pleaded self defense. Jury was charged concerning
elements of crime and of self defense.
Under Ohio's definition, agg. murder is "purposely, and with
prlor calculation and design, causCing] the death of another."
As defined in t/c8s charge, elements of self defense which D
(1)
0 was not at fault in creating situation
must prove are:
giving rise to argument;
( 2 ) D had honest belief she was in
imminent danger of death or great bodily harm and that her only
means of escape from such danger was in the use of such force;
and ( 3 ) D must not have violated any duty to retreat or avoid
danger.
ISSUE:
Does Due Process Clause of 14th Amendment forbid
Under terms of
placing of burden on proving self-defense on D ?
Ohio statute the agg. murder with which D charged is defined as a
purposeful killing with prior design and calculation.
HELD:
No.
Result would have been different "if the jury
had been instructed that self-defense evidence could not be
considered in determining whether there was a reasonable doubt
about the state's case, i.e., that self-defense evidence must be
put aside for all purposes unless it satisfied the preponderance
standard."
S.Ct. was "not moved" by assertions that elements of agg.
murder and self defense "overlap" -- i.e., evidence to prove
self defense will often negate murder.
COMPARATIVE STATUS:
[Ohio
and
South
prosecution to prove
it is properly raised

S.Ct. notes that all but two
Carolina]
states
require
absence of self-defense when
by the defendant.

UNITED STATES V. DUNN, No. 85-998; Decided March 3, 1987
Opinion by Justice White [joined by Rehnquist, Powell,
Blackmun, Stevens and O'Conner, and by Scalia in all but
portion of 1 1 1
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Concurring Statement by Justice Scalia
Dissenting Oplnion by Justfce Brennan [joined by Marshall]
SEARCH AND SEIZURE -- "CURTILAGE" -- HOW MUCH OF THE
AROUND A RESIDENCE ENJOYS ITS 4TH AMENDMENT PROTECTION?

AREA

FACTS:
DEA agents discovered X buyinq large amounts of
chemicals and equipment used to make controlled substances.
DEA
put "beepers" in some of the containers, which, when transported
in X's truck led to D's ranch.
Aerial photos of ranch showed truck backed up to barn behind
ranch house. D's
198 acre ranch was completely encircled by
perimeter fence and had several interior barbed wire fences. One
fence was around house, approximately 50 yds. from barn.
Barn
itself had wooden fence enclosing front with locked gate.
Without warrant DEA crossed perimeter fence, several barbed
wire fences and also wooden fence in front of barn.
DEA claimed led to barn by smell of chemicals and sound of
motor running.
DEA did not enter barn, but stood at gate and
shined flashlight inside;
saw what thought was drug lab.
Following day DEA returned twice to confirm lab's presence.
DEA
then obtained search warrant and executed it.
DISSENT: Adds following to description of property -- House
and outbuildings are located in a clearing surrounded by woods,
1/2 from road, down a chained and locked driveway.
Neither
farmhouse nor outbuildings visible from road.
ISSUE: What is the extent of the "curtilage"? Is area near
barn within curtilage of house for 4th Amendment purposes?
HELD: 4 factors bear on "extent of curtilage" questions and
whether an individual "reasonably may expect that the. area in
question should be treated as the home itself":
1.
proximity of area to home
2. whether area is within enclosure surrounding home
3. nature and uses to which area is put
4. steps taken by resident to protect area from observation
by passers-by.

5.Ct.
found that D did not meet any prong.
First,
substantial distance of barn from house [50 yds from fence and 60
yds from house] doesn't support inference that it should be
treated as an "adjunct" of house.
Second, barn did not lie
within fence surrounding house -- i-e., it stood out as distinct part of ranch.
Third, DEA possessed information from
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aerial photo of truck unloading chemicals and from strong
chemical odor and sound of motor that barn was not being put to
residential use.
Fourth, little was done to protect barn area
from observation -- fence was type used to corral livestock not
to ensure privacy.

Declded March 3. 1987
ARIZONA V. HICKS. No. 85-1027;
Opinion by Justice Scalia [joined by Brennan,
White.
Marshall, Blackmun and Stevens3
Concurring opinion by Justice White
Dissenting opinion by Justice Powell [joined by Rehnquist
and O'Connerl
Dissenting opinion by Justice O'Conner [joined by Rehnquist
and Powell]
SEARCH AND SEIZURE -- "PLAIN VIEW"
QUIRED TO INVOKE PLAIN VIEW DOCTRINE:

--

PROBABLE CAUSE

RE-

A bullet was fired through floor of D's
apartment.
FACTS:
striking and injuring man in apartment below.
When police
arrived they entered D's apartment in search of shooter, other
victims and weapons.
Officers found and seized 3 weapons.
including sawed-off rifle; they also discovered stocking mask.

Officer notice 2 sets of expensive stereo components "which
seemed out of place in the squalid and otherwise ill-appointed 4
room apartment."
Acting on suspicion that they were Stolen,
officer read and recorded their serial numbers.
To do so he had
to move some pieces.
Officer phoned in serial numbers to
headquarters and upon learning that turntable had been taken in
armed robbery, seized It immediately.
Later when other serial
numbers were shown to match up with items taken in same robbery,
officers obtained and executed warrant.
ISSUE:
seizure?

Does recording

HELD:
No.
Process by which D
wasn't
seizure.
numbers did not
interest in either
ISSUE:

of

serial

numbers

constitute a

Even though the recordation was 1st step in a
was ultimately deprived of the equipment, it
In and of itself the act of recording the
"meaningfully interfere" with D's
possessory
the serial numbers or the equipment.

Does moving the components constitute a search?

HELD:
Yes.
This was a search separate and
search for shooter, victim and weapons which was
objective of officer's entry into apartment.
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apart from
the lawful

Had
officer
merely inspected those parts
of
turntable that came into view during his search, there would have
it would have produced no
been no independent search -- i .e..
additional invasion of D's privacy interest.
Fact that search uncovered nothing of any great
personal value to D is unimportant -- a search is a search even
if it discloses nothing but the bottom of a turntable..
ISSUE:

Was the search reasonable under 4th ~mendmentf

HELD: No. Search would have been valld if "plain view"
-doctrine would have sustained a seizure of the equipment
that only would have occurred if officer had probable cause to
believe stereo equipment was stolen.
However, here officer had
no more than "reasonable suspicion".
PROBABLE CAUSE IS REQUIRED
TO INVOKE PLAIN VIEW DOCTRINE.
S.Ct. discusses theoretical and
practical moorings of plain view doctrine as it relates to
warrantless seizures:
"Dispensing with the need for a warrant is
worlds apart from permitting a lesser standard
of cause for the seizure than a warrant would
require, i.e.. the standard of probable cause.
No reason is apparent why an object should
routinely be seizable on lesser
grounds.
during an unrelated search and seizure, than
would have been needed to obtain a warrant for
that same object if it had been known to be on
the premi ses. I t
CAUTION:
S.Ct. warns that Mincey v. Arizona did
NOT
by
implication overrule many
cases
acknowledging that "plain view" doctrine
can
legitimate action beyond the scope of the primary
search.
Do not confuse fact that there is almost
always a lack of relationship between the initial
entry and what is later discovered in plain view.

ILLINOIS V . KRULL. No. 85-608; Decided March 9. 1987
Opinion by Justice Blackmun [joined by Rehnquist, White,
Powell and Scalial
Dissenting Opinion by Justice Marshall
Dissenting Opinion by Justice O'Conner [joined by Brennan,
Marshal l and Stevens]
SEARCH AND SEIZURE -- "GOOD FAITH RELIANCE" -- WARRANTLESS -GOOD FAITH TEST APPLIED TO WARRANTLESS SEARCH UNDER STATUTE
AUTHORIZING WARRANTLESS ADMINISTRATIVE SEARCHES WHEN LAW WAS
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LATER HELD UNCONSTITUTIONAL:
FACTS: 1981 Illinois statute reauired licensed motor vehtic 1 e
and parts sellers to permit state officials to inspect certain
required records.
Detective entered D's auto wrecking yard and
asked to seek records of vehicle purchases.
He was told records
couldn't
be found but was given list of approximately 5
purchases. After Det. got permission to look at cars in yard, he
ascertained that 3 were stolen and 4th had its VIN removed. Cars
were then seized.
ILLINOIS STATUTE:
Required licensee to permit state
officials to inspect records "at any reasonable time
during the night or day" and to allow "examination of
the premises of the licensee's established place of
business for the purpose of determining the accuracy of
the required records."
ISSUE:
Does a good faith exception to the Fourth Amendment
exclusionary rule apply when an officer's
reliance on the
constitutionality of the statute is objectively reasonable, but
the statute is subsequently declared unconstitutional?
HELD:
Yes.
Application of exclusionary rule under these
facts would have little deterent on future police misconduct.
Officers here were simply fulfilling their responsibility to
enforce
statute as written.
If statute is not
clearly
unconstitutional, officers can't be expected to question judgment
of legislature that passed the law.
S.Ct. rejected claim that application of exception to exclusionary rule would discourage criminal defendants from presenting
meritorius 4th Amendment claims.
S.Ct. reasoned that Ds will
always be able to argue that officer's reliance was
not
objectively reasonable, hence not in good faith. Alternatively,
those affected by statute can seek injunctive relief.
NOTE:
Texas had similar law relating to fishing
industry. Concept of warrantless admin. searches
is not unique to Illinois.

O'CONNOR V . ORTEGA, No. 85-530;
Decided March 3 1 . 1987
Plurality Opinion by Justice O'Conner [joined by Rehnquist.
White and Powell3
Concurring opinion by Justice Scalia
Dissenting opinion by Justice Blackrnun [joined by Brennan.
Marshall and Stevens1
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE -- WARRANTLESS -- WHAT RESTRICTIONS APPLY
TO SEARCH OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE'S DESK AND FILE CABINETS WHEN
THERE IS NO WARRANT OR PROBABLE CAUSE?
FACTS: D was employed by state hospital as psychiatrist and
had
primary responsibility for training physicians in the
psychiatric
residency program.
Hospital
officers
became
concerned about possible improprieties in X's
management of
program -- e.g., acquisition of Apple I 1 computer with possible
coerced donations of residents, sexual harassment of 2 female
employees, and inappropriate disciplinary action taken against
resident.
D was asked to take paid leave during investigation. At D's
request he was allowed to take 2 weeks vacation rather than
administrative leave; D was asked to stay off hospital grounds
during investigation.
D was later placed on administrative
leave, until his termination almost 2 months after investigation
had begun.
Selected to conduct investigation were accountant, physician
and hospital security officer.
At some point hospital administrator [XI made decision to enter D's office.
Specific reason
for entry unclear from record -- D had not yet been terminated.
Items were indiscriminatorily removed from office and placed in
boxes without regard to whether belonged to D or State; no
inventory was conducted. Among items in office were D's personal
correspondence, medical files and correspondence from private
patients unconnected to hospital, personal financial records,
teaching aids and notes, and personal gifts and mementos.
ISSUE:
Does a public employee had a reasonable expectation
of privacy in his office, desk and file cabinets at his place of
work?
HELD:
Yes.
S.Ct. recognizes that not everything passing
through the confines of the business address can be considered
part of the workplace context -- citing to handbags, luggage,
etc.
Individuals do not lose 4th Amendment rights just because
they work for government rather than private employer.
Under these facts D had reasonable expectation of
privacy in his desk and file cabinets which he did not share with
any other employees.
ISSUE:
What is the appropriate standard for a search
conducted by a public employer in area in which public employee
is found to have reasonable expectation of privacy?
HELD:
Realities
of
workplace suggest that
warrant
requirement. unworkable, i.e., "employers most frequently need to
enter the offices and desks of their employees for legitimate
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work-related
reasons wholly unrelated to illegal conduct."
Example:
Employer may have need for letter, file or report
available only in employee's offlce while employee is away from
office.
Requfring employer to obtain warrant whenever employer
wished to enter employee's office, desk or file cabinets for a
work-related purpose would seriously disrupt business routine and
would be unduly burdensome.
S.Ct. limited its consideration to ONLY two types of
(1)
noninvestlgatory
work-related
employer
intrusions:
intrusion and (2) investigatory search for evidence of suspected
work-related employee misfeasance.
Plurality adopted "standard of reasonableness" for review
-- to be applied both to inception and scope of intrusion.
This
test looks to "all the circumstances".
Relying on the school
Justlce O'Conner
wrote.
locker case of New Jersey v. T.L.O.,
"The search will be permissible in its scope when 'the measures
adopted are reasonably related to the objectives of the search
the nature of the
and not excessively intrusive in light of
[misconduct]'".

...

CAUTION:
S.Ct. did NOT decide whether "individualized
suspicion" was an essential element of the standard of
reasonableness it was adopting.

C O U R T

O F

C R I M I N A L

A P P E A L S

Frank Elam GARRISON,
No. 192-85 -- On D's PDR -- Opinion by
Judge Davis; Judges Onion and McCormick dissent wlthout opinion;
Judges Clinton, Teague and White concur In result;
March 11,
1987
WARRANTLESS ARREST
CAUSE TO JUSTIFY:

--

FACTS FAIL TO SHOW

SUFFICIENT PROBABLE

FACTS:
CW stopped at store on way to work. Shortly before
1:00 p.m.
she got back into her van.
D had been hiding in back
and appraoched CW carrying a knife and wearing a stocking mask.
CW stopped at D's command and he sexually assaulted her. D then
rummaged through CW's purse, took money, drove van for short time
and left. CW drove immediately to her office, arriving at 1:15.
Co-worker testified that CW was very upset upon arrival.
Co-worker called police and told them CW had just arrived and had
had a problem on her way to work.
Co-worker also told police
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that CW had given following descrlptlon of her attacker - white
adult male, wearing stocking cap,. blue t-shlrt. blue jeans,
stocky build. Although co-worker said police came to talk to her
and CW that afternoon she did not give time.
Officer B was dispatched at
Person was described as wearing
and blue Jeans.
That was same
police.
B did not testify at
'suspicious".

1:15 on suspicious person call.
stocking over head; .blue shirt
description co-worker had, given
trial why that indivldual was

Within 10 minutes of call B saw D who fit description except
for no stocking over head.
D was jogging which B thought "kind
of funny" since it was raining and D was not wearing running
D said he was headed
clothes.
B stopped and D agreed to talk.
"nowhere" and became "jumpy" when asked to wait while officer did
some investigatlng. However, D did give drlver's license. After
B drove block away. D left even though B had told him to wait. B
called dispatcher that had stopped the described person who had
then disappeared.
Detective M was at his office at about 1:00 p.m. when he
heard a "possible rape call" on police radio and heard that B
"had a suspect that he believed to be the suspect involved in the
rape case [Dl".
Whlle M was enroute to B's location M heard B
say that suspect had run southwest.
M knew D and headed to D's
house.
While in alley behind D's house* M spotted D and subsequently arrested him.
HELD: State never proved legality of arrest. Record fails
to show what "reasonably trustworthy information" was known to
police to show why they believed D had committed an offense. M's
reference to rape call is only indication as what offense police
believed D had commited and there was no testimony as to where
this information came from. etc.
Among the missing evidence: what CW said to co-worker; what
co-worker told dispatcher; what dispatcher told B.

w m o n d Arnold Beas l ey,
No.
68.
964
-- Capital Murder
Conviction Reversed and Remanded -- Opinion by Judge Davis;
Concurring opinion by Judge McCormick joined by White; March 1 1 ,
1987

ARREST

--

WARRANTLESS ARREST IMPROPER HERE:

FACTS:
CW was police officer who had been investigating
report that burglaiy alarm had been triggered.
He was fatally
shot by single shot fired after what appeared to have been
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struggle.
witnesses
killing.

Tire tool and pair of glasses were found nearby. Eye
gave description of person seen !mmediateIy after

Commander of uniformed division of police department was D's
estranged father-in-law. He recognized that description could be
of son-in-law and recognized glasses as similar or identical to
those worn by him.
Commander and several other officers went to
D's apartment.
When D answered door he was only wearing blue Jeans.
Officers noticed he had what appeared to be fresh cuts and
scrapes on his torso and arms. D was asked where he had acquired
those wounds.
When he replied he did not know D was advised he
would have to go down to police station.
HELD:
TCA reJected St's argument that evidence showed that
strong suspicion of D ripened into probable cause upon the
viewing of D's scratches by the officers, and that the decision
not to wait for a warrant before arresting D was justified by the
likelihood D would escape.
Central to holding was fact that officers here, in addition
to possessing what was probable cause to obtain arrest warrant.
also had knowledge of how further to strengthen their case
without confronting D.
Confrontation with the suspect may not
be contrived in order to permit an otherwise improper warrantless
arrest.
CONFESSION NOT PURGED OF TAINT OF BAD ARREST -- "MOTIVE" IS NOT
AN "INTERVENING" CIRCUMSTANCE:
Confession was given within 7
hours.
Case turned on question of intervening cir- cumstances.
TCA refused to accept ( 1 ) evidence of guilt ["which, if very
strong, should obviate the need to offer the confession at
trial"] or (2) a desire to partially excuplate oneself as intercircumstances.
Here St was confusing motive
for
ven i ng
confessing with intervening circumstances to purge taint.

-- Capital Murder Conviction
Joe Angel CORDOVA,
No. 69.096
Aff i rrned -- Opinion by Judge Teague; Judges Onion and Campbell
concur in results; .March 1 1 . 1987
CAPITAL MURDER
-- JURY CHARGE -- NO MANDATORY MITIGATION
INSTRUCTION:
TCA rejected opportunity to hold that under 5th,
8th and 14th Amendments, Texas death penalty scheme requires t/c
to give an affirmative instruction that jury
consider or
apply mitgating evidence in their deliberations.
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William Charles TURNER, No. 046-86 -- On St's PDR -- Opinion by
Judge Duncan; Judge Clinton dissents; Dissenting opinion by Judge
Teague; March 1 1 . 1987
JURY CHARGE
-- WRITTEN OBJECTION NOT SPECIFIC
PRESERVE CLAIM OF EX POST FACT0 APPLICATION:

ENOUGH

TO

PROBLEM:
0 was convicted of agg. sexual assault of
child. Date alleged for offense was 12/2/83. CW [who was D's 13
year old stepdaughter] testified that D had sexually molested her
on numerous occasions, prior to and in addition to date alleged.
Effective 9/1/83 offenses of sexual assault on child or agg.
sexual assault on child were created.
On appeal D argued that CW's testimony was controverted as
to date of offense.
Also, due to t/c's instruction, jury was
permitted to consider dates other than 12/2 alleged.
TCA found that the following written objection
proper to preserve error brought forward on appeal:

was

NOT

"COMES NOW WILLIAM TURNER and files this his objection
to the charge to the jury on the ground that it fails
to apply the law to the facts of this case and permits
the jury to find the defendant guilty of an offense not
charged in the indictment."

Maurice Eugene DANCY,
No. 262-85 -- On D's PDR -- Opinion by
Judge Onion; Dissenting opinion by Judge Clinton, joined by
Teague and Duncan; March 18, 1987
Where a person voluntarily
CUSTODY -- WHAT CONSTITUTES IT:
accompanies police, who are then only in process of investigating
a crime, to a certain location, and he knows or should know that
police suspect he may have committed or may be implicated in
committing the crime, person is not in custody.
What is missing
is the "restraint" element.
NOTE:
Citing to a 1978 Pennsylvania opinion, TCA
points out that D's presence at the police station by
CONSENT does NOT change into arrest by virtue of
officer's subjective view along that D was not free to
leave, absent an act indicating an intention to take D
into custody.
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SEARCH
AND SEIZURE
-- GOOD FAITH
NECESSARY FOR FRANKS V. DELAWARE?

EXCEPTION

--

WHAT

IS

FACTS:
Affiant swore that he "personal l y" took widow of CW
to sceen to check for missing items. Another detective testified
at suppression hearing that
had taken widow to the house and
that she had discovered some missing coins and the presence of a
strange comb.
That detective told affiant later same day.
Affiant
was
never
asked
for
explanation
of
apparent
inconsistencies.
HELD:
Misstatement is affidavit that is merely result of
simple negligence or inadvertence will not render warrant based
on it invalid.

Pedro P. MARTINEZ,
No. 545-85
-- On D's PDR -- Opinion by
Judge Davis; Dis,senting opinion by Judge Clinton, joined by
Teague; March 18, 1987
EXTRANEOUS OFFENSE
-- CROSS-EXAMINATION OF D LEAVES FALSE
IMPRESSION WITH JURY:
When D voluntarily testifies as to his
prior criminal record without any prompting or maneuvering on
part of D.A. and in so doing leaves false impression with jury,
St is allowed to correct that impression by introducing evidence
of D's prior criminal record.
NOTE:
Do not confuse this with case where D.A. tries
to "set up" D on collateral matter and then contradict.
Here D volunteered that he was scared and when D.A.
asked why, D replied that this was his "first bust".

No. 016-86 -- On State's PDR -- Opinion
Paul Allan HUMASON,
Judge Campbell; Judges McCormick and Onion dissent without
opinion; Concurring opinion by Judge Clinton; Concurring and
dissenting opinion by Judge Onion; Dissenting opinion by Judge
Davis; March 18, 1987
by

CtApp reversed at 699 S.W.2d 922
POSSESSORY OFFENSES
-- AFFIRMATIVE LINKS: D was driver and
sole occupant of truck; cocaine residue was found in vial inside
unzippered gym bag laying near D on seat.
TCA did not find
sufficient affi.rmative links to connect D with contraband.
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From the Inside Out
The Prison Manaaement Act
(Senate ~ l l 215)
i
by Wm. T. Habem
d
SLCTION I. Anicle hl840, Rcvlrrd Statutes, as
This month my column is covering the
amended, is amended lo read :,s followh:
new Texas Prison Management Act (S.B.
Art. 61840. TEXAS PKlSON MANAGEMIIN'I'
No. 215). This act has to do with thegrant.M I '
Set. 1. (a) In tlus article:
ing of additional "good time" to "nonvio( 1 ) "Board" means the Board of Pardons and
lent" offenders.
Pamles.
Recently I was at T.D.C. for a visit with
( 2 ) "Capacity" means the greatest density af
S. 0.Woods to discuss Senate Bill 215.
prison inmates in relation to space available for inHe was kind enough to supply me with
mate housing in the Texas Department ofCorreclions
that 1s in compliaoec with standards for prisonpopusome of the material for this article, and
lation establishedby theTexas Boardof Corrections.
also put me in touch with Mr. Don Keel
( 3 ) "Departmenr'nleaos the Texas Department
of T.D.C. regarding the manner in which
of Corrections.
this act is being placed into effect. Mr.
( 4 ) "Director" meafis the dlrectm of the Texas
Keel is working with Assistant Director
Department of Corrections.
( S ) "Intensive supervrsionparole" means a pamle
Carl Jefferies trying to establish the exact
supervision pmgram established by the board under
T.D.C. policy to apply under this bill.
Section 10,Arlide 42.18, Code of Criminal ProceWhiie the bill speaks for itself in many
d m , as addedhy Chapler427, Actsofthe69lh Legisways, let me set an example to show that
latore, Regular Session, 1985.
( 6 ) "Objective parole crileria" means crimnal
not all issues are settled as of the writing
and social histow variables that have been shown
of this article.
statistically to b&eliable indicators afthe prnhabilSuppose the following, which is the type
ity of favorable ourcame an release.
of problem T.D.C. is now trying to fine
Bill Haban is a graduate ofMidwestem
( 7 ) "Eligible inmatc" means an inmate who is
tune into Senate Bill 215:
University (B.A.) and Terns T e d Univer- made eligible by Section 3 of this article to receive
Client "X" is driving down the road on sity School of lnw. He joined the T.D. C. credits of adminishalivegood conduct time, to have
his way home late at night. He has possi- Staff Counsel for Innlates in I973 and in his parole eligibility and review date advanced, and
tobe considered for early release to intensive superbly been sipping a few too many suds. Mr. 1975 began his owl privatepractice which vision parole.
"X" hits a parked car. He somewhat negli- is generally limited to matters involving
( b ) In calculalions of space available for inmate
gently looks in the car, but does not see criminal sentencing, prison problems, housing made before January 1, 1985, temporary
anyone around or in the car. Since it is palole and related post conviction matters. housing may be considered, except that forpurposes
of the calculations, spanavallablc in temporary hous2:00 a.m. and he is intoxicated he gets He has oftices in the Houston and Hunts- ing
may not exceed the spaceavailable in temporary
back in his car and makes it home. The ville, T& areas.
housing thal existed on January 1, 1983. In calcunext day he discovers that someone was in
lations made on and after January 1, 1985, temporary
housing may not he considered for purposes of the
the car and was killed as the result of the
calculations.
incident.
Sec. 2. (a) If the inmate population of the deThe next day " X goes to his attorney T.D.C., and cases as above outlined are partment
reaches 94 percent or more of capacily, the
and insists on turning himself in, and does. the type that T.D.C. is now trying to re- director shall immedialely notify the govemor in wntHe gets a probated sentence for leaving the solve. With these comments in mind, the ingof that fact. Thereafter, until the inmatepopulascene of an accident and failure to stop and follo~vingis a copy of the fmal draft of the tian is reduced to less than 94 percent of capacity,
thedirector shall makc aweeltly written report to the
render aid.
governor slating the extent to which theinmatepopubill currently in effect.
About one year later while still on proWhen policy is worked out and publish- latianis less than, equal to, or in excess of capacity.
bation "X" gets a D.W.I. and has his pro- ed (if published) this column will provide
( b ) If the inmate population of the department
bation revoked and is sent to T.D.C. for our members with additional information reaches 95 percent of capacity, the direclorshall immediately notify the govemor and Ute atlomey.general
three years. Does he qualify for the "good in this area.
in writing of that fact. Theatlorney general shall -1time" benefits of this bill?
tify to the governor in writing as to whether the deAt this writing, it is not finally decided,
patinlent has reached 95 percent a f capacity. If the
AN ACT
attorney geoeral's certificationis affmalive, the govhut as of today he has been denied the
benefits of the bill as a life was lost and relating 10 inmalc population in the Texas Ikpanment ernor shall immediately certify that an emergency
overcmwding situationexists and shall order the dihe is considered by T.D.C. to be involved af Cwrectionr and lo rcntcncing and admini\lralivc rectorto
credit not more than90 days of administraand infun~rdlion
pmkisi,ms thal rllwt llut p ~ p ~ l d l i ~ ~ t ;
in a crime of violence.
live good cundurt limc to all eligihlc innnle%
providing for appropriations.
Again, I wish to make clear that policy
cunBE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF
( c ) If, aRet lhccralit ofad,~~ini~trnlivcgnd
duct timc, theuwrcmuding cr~sirthat produced the
has not yet been fully determined by THE STATE OF TEXAS:
~~

~
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inmates released under the provisions of Article
61840, Revised Starutes. The conditions shall include
the making of restitution or reparation to the victim
of the prisoner's crime, in an amount not greater than
such restitution or reparation as established by the
coun and entered in the sentence of the co"a which
sentenced the prisoner fo his term of imprisomnent,
and shall require reasonable progress toward that
restitution. If the prisoner is released under the provisions of Anicle 61840, Revised Statutes, the canditions shall, if theboard considers it feasible, includc
a requirement that the prisoner worknot less than 10
hours a week in a community service program. The
conditions may include a requirement that the releasee
submit to a program of supervision that is more intensive than the program required ofmost releasees.
The program may consist of intensive supervison parole, specialized caseload supervision, surveillance
parole, home confinement, electronic monitoring, or
anv other element reauired bv the deoartrnent. Each
person to be releasedon
shalibe furntshed a
written statement and contract setting forth in clear
and intelligible language the conditions and rules of
parole. Acceptance, signing, and execution of the
contract by thc inmate to be paroled shall be a precondition to release on parole. Persons released on
mandatory supervision shall be furnished a written
statement setting fonh in clear and intelligible language the conditions and rules of mandatory supervision.
SECTION 3. Articlc 42.18, Code of Criminal
Procedure, as added by Chapter 427, Acts ofthe 69th

Legislature, Regular Session, 1985, is amended by
adding Section 30 to read as follows:
Sec. 30. The board shall establish a program to
provide intensive supervision to inmates released
under the provisions of Article 61840, Revised Statutes, and other inmates determined by the board to
require intensive supervision. The pmgmmmust provide the highest level of supervision provided by the
board. The program must also provideextensive cast
planning on the pan of parole officers, a high frequency of contact betweenofficers and parolees, and
a easeload far officers of not more than 40 parolees.
SECTION 4. Subsection (a), Section 6, Aniclc
42.12, Code of Criminal Procedure, is amcnded to
rcad as follows:
( a ) The murt having jurisdiction of lhecase shall
determine the terms and conditions of probation and
may, at any time, during the period ofprobation alter
or modify the conditions; pmvided, however, that the
clerk of the court shall furnish a coo" of such terms
and conditions of probation may include, but shall
not be limited to, the conditions that the probationer
shall:
( I ) Commit no offense against the laws of this
state or of any other State or of the United States;
( 2 ) Avoid injuries or vicious habits;
( 3 ) Avoid persons or places of disreputable or
harmful character;
( 4 ) Report to thepmbatian officer as d'icted by
the judge or probation officer and obey all rules and

regulations of the probation deparfnlent;
( 5 ) Permit the probation officer to visit him at
his home or elsewhere;
( 6 ) Wok faithfully at suitable employment as far
as possible;
( 7 ) Remain within a specified place;
( 8 ) Pay his fine, if one be assessed. and all murt
casts whether a fine be assessed or not, in one or
several sums, and make restitution or reparation in
any sum that the court shall determine;
( 9 ) Support his dependents;
(10) Participate, for a time speciiied by the coun
and subiect to the same conditions imwaed on comprogram, including a community-service work pragram designated by the court;
(11) Reimburse thc county in which the prosecution was institutedforcampensationpaidto appointed counsel far defending him in the case, if counsel
was aowintcd. or if he was reomenled bv a countvp"id publi: dcfznd~.r,in an all,uuntt :lut wmld have
k e n paid 1,) an uppinled ntlurwy lhld the rouuly nnt
had a public defender;
(12) Remainunder custodial supemision in aconlS regulations
muaity-based facility, obey all N ~ and
of such facility, and pay apercentagc of his income
to thc facility for room and board;
(13) Pay apercentage ofhisincame to hisdependents far lhcir support while under custodial suspension in a community-based facility;
(14) Pay a percentage of his inmme to the vic-

..
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Evidence: Clarity and Vitality
Testimony of Children
by Geoffrey A. FitzGeraM
Ikcausc there arccnmpctcncy problcms
for child witnesses there are swiul statutes
and hearsay problems. This article covers
criminal, family and juvenile matters, as
well as civil rules generally.
One statute gives special protection to
child witnesses who are alleged victims in
sexual assault and other cases. It forms the
basis for m v p r o ~ s a lm
, be published elsewhere, that the rules o f evidence he
amended to protect complaining witness-

es,

including childrcn and older persons,

in scxual assault and other particularly sen-

sitive prosecutions.
Mr. FitzGerald'sofice is in Temple. He
practices in Travis, Bell and other central
Texas counties. He is board certified both
in Criminal Law and in Civil Trial Law.
This fall he teaches the Advanced Criminal Procedure Course at Baylor in Waco.

Child Testimony
A child is not competent to testify if:
without sufficient intellect to testify
does not understand the oath
TEx.R.Ev. 601(a)(2)
TEX.R.CRIM.EV.601(a)(2)
TEX.R.EV. 603
TEX.R.CNM.EV. 603
FED.R.EV. 601
West Keynote: Witnesses 40, 45(a), 66
1A RAY, TEXASLAW OF EVIDENCE (3d ed., 1980) $272
LARKIN,
CML TRIAL MANUAL FOR m X A S LAWYERS 71
3 TEAGUE, TEXAS CRIMINALPRACTICE GUIDE
§73.05[10][b]
3 WEINSTEINS
EVIDENCE:U:S. RULES ?j601(03)(~)
[TEXCODECRIM.PROC.ANN.
Art. 38.06 repealed]
A child is competent to testify even though. . .
Inconsistencies in testimony alonedo not render thechild incompetent.
Fields v. State, 500 S.W.2d 500 (Tex.Crim.App. 1973)
Even though a child says he does not know the meaning of
an oath or what it means to swear, he may nevertheless be
competent if he knows it is wrong to lie and that he will be
punished if he does.
Provost v. State, 514 S.W.2d 269 (Tex.Crim.App. 1974)

In federal proceedings, a child's competency is determined by
application of state law.
l 3 a . R . E ~ .601
Parent hearsay testimony inadmissible
TEX.R.EV. 803(2)
TEx.R.Cm.Ev. 803(2)
FED.R.EV. 803(2)

I -'-

-

West Kevnote:
Witnesses 66
-LARKDJ,'cIVIL TRIALMANUAL
FOR TEXAS LAWYERS 221
Richardson v. Green, 677 S.W.2d 497 vex. 1984) (proferred
hearsay testimony of what child said to mother after returning from father, to prove abuse, not res gestae because child's
statements followed alleged ahnse by several days, and no
independent proof by examining physician that abuse occurred).
In iuvenile proceedings
the chid, his statement is ad. against
mksible if:
(1) he is in custody and makes a written statement under
orescribed conditions. including that he is Miran;lied, and he is told that if he-is 15 he can be certified for trial of a felony offense, and he signs the
statement before a magistrate outside the presence
of the police or prosecutor;
(2) he makes an oral statement that leads to fruits; or
(3) his statement is res gestae.
TEX.FAM.CODE
§51.09(%)
In juvenile proceedings against the child, his statement is inadmissible in an adjudication hearing if it does not fulfill these
requirements. And the admissible but uncorroborated statement
of a child will not support a finding of delinquent conduct.
TEX.FAM.CODE§54.03(e)
A child's statement in a juvenile detention proceeding is not admissible against him in any other hearing.
TEX.FAM.CODE
§54.01(g)
The rules of evidence in juvenile proceedings differ from those
in other proceedings to the extent provided also in
TEX.FAM.CODE$54.01(c), 54.02(e), 54.03@), 54.03(d),
54.04@), and 54.05(e).
A child victim's hearsay testimony, is admissible in both crimiMay 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defense 23

nal and juvenile proceedings if:
the victim is 12 or younger;
the offense is one specified, e.g., sexual assault, incest,
solicitation, sexual performance;
the proferred statements were made by the alleged victim;
and they were made to the first person 18 or older, to whom
the child victim made a statement about the offense;
provided that the party offering the statement gives proper
notice;
and the judge determines the statement to be reliable;
and the child witness is available to testify.
TEX.CODECRIM.PROC.
Art. 38.072
TEX.FAM.CODE54.03 1
In suits affecting the parent-child relationship, a child's hearsay statements are offered by court-appointed personnel, such
as:
a guardian ad litem or an attorney ad litem
TEX.FAM.CODE$1 1.10
a volunteer advocate
TEX.FAM.CODE$11.010
the author of a social study
TEX.FAM.CODE$$I 1.12

A child victim's hearsay testimony, is admissible in a suit for
protective orders, and in a suit affecting the parent-child relationship, and in juvenile proceedings, if:
he is 12 or younger, and
a videotape was made, with no lawyer present, in compliance with the statute
TEX.FAM.CODE$11.21
[This statute is the model for the author's proposal to change
the rules under which complaining witnesses in sexual assault
and other prosecutions give testimony.]
In a sexual assault prosecution, proof may not be offered on
the alleged victim's previous sexnal behavior
as a matter of reputation or opinion
TEX.R.CRIM.EV. 412(a)
as a matter of specific conduct, unless it is offered for the
reasons and under the procedures set out in the statute
TEX.R.CRIM.EV.412@)(c)(d)
In a sexual assault prosecution, proof may be offered on the
alleged victim's previous promiscuous sexual conduct if victim
is a child 14 or older, as a defense, with properjury instruction.
T E X . R . C ~ . E V412(e)
.

In and Around Texas
by John Boston
Right Stuff
In the March issne of the Voice,we mentioned that Travis County juries, at least,
were getting tougher on drug offenders
since a first time offender had gotten 35
years in TDC for delivery of one-half
ounce of cocaine. The case arouse out of
a sting operation in which an Austin police
officer posed as a Crockett High School
student. Besides the 35 year sentence,

other related cases resulted in sentences of
15 and 20 years. Well, good lawyering and
the State's overreaching can result in a
different result. Austin lawyers Joe Turner
and Terry Kirk (both TCDLA members)
convinced a Travis County jury to grant
ten years probation to their client who had
pleaded guilty to delivering methamphetamine to the undercover police officer. The
defense was able to show that the officer

had falsified her enrollment at the high
school causing the State to drop its theory
that the defendant was guilty of selling a
controlled substance to a high school student under Section 4.053 of the Controlled
Substances Act. Nonetheless, the State
asked the jury to sentence defendant to 15
years in TDC; the jury responded with ten
years probation.

grand jury proceedings should be maintained at the minimum review in camera
by courts. A grand jury which believes it
is the recipient (victim) of perjured tesjudicial inqrriq into cases of bias. While timony should not be the body to review
random selection with judicial oversight evidence of that alleged crime and issue an
could screen some obvious cases of bias indictment. The matter should he referred
from inquiries expected to be covered by to a subsequent grand jury. The official acthe grandjury, there should be aprovision cuser, i.e. the grand jury, should not be
for the investigation into bias of a particu- both accuser and alleged victim.
Both attorneys and citizens should be
lar grand jury as it relates to the accused.
To this end, such a provision should man- ever mindful that a grand jury indictment
date that the issue of bias be raised at the is, in fact, more than amere allegation. A
first opportunity available to the indicted simple indictment can and has converted
person or the subject under investigation a busy law office into a replica of a tomb
of a grand jury inquiry. A transcript of all overnight. Indictments have eradicated life

savings, caused great family anguish, destroyed professional and political careers.
When an indictment has been disposed of
in the due course of judicial proceedings,
invariably some reporter or attorney will
patriotically announce the system worked.
The system does not work, and although
any system may be abused, our current
grand jury system is too readily suited to
be used as an instrument of abuse. The
safeguards outlined above will not guarantee a perfect system but will make giant
strides toward restoring the intended purpose of grand juries without the current
potential for wrongdoing and harm to our
citizens.
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The Federal Corner
by F.R. "Buck" Files
The good news is that the witness is having an attack of the bad memory; the bad
news is that the Government is going to
destroy you with his grand jury testimony.
This is exactly what happened in United
States of America v. Morris Ray Bigharn
and Leone2 Leal, Jr., [No. 86-2174 5th
Circ.; March 9, 1987.1.
Bigham and Leal were prison officials
who were convicted of violating the civil
rights of two inmates confined in a unit of
the Texas Department of Corrections.
A number of unindicted witnesses had
testified before a federal grand jury investigating the allegations against the defendants. At time of trial, one of the witnesses
-Burnetton Byrd-came down with a severe loss of memory. The Court, in its
opinion, found that the district court could
have found that Byrd's loss of memory was
feigned.
At trial, when confronted with Byrd's
loss of memory, the Government urged

that Byrd's prior grand jury testimony was
admissible either as an adopted-and thus
non-hearsay-statement of the witness or
as a prior inconsistent statement. On appeal, the defendants argued that there was
no inconsistency between the testimony of
the witness, Byrd, and his grand jury testimony and, therefore, that the statement
was inadmissible. In its opinion, the 5th
Circuit found the statement admissible as
a prior inconsistent statement and did not
reach the question of adoption.
In its opinion, the Court relies on the
definitionof statements which are not hearsay as defined by FRE Rule 801(d)(l)(A):
"A statement is not hearsay if the declarant testifies at the trial or hearing and is
subject to cross-examination concerning
the statement, and the statement is inconsistent with his testimony, and was given
under oath subject to the penalty of perjury
at a trial, hearing, or other proceeding, or
in a deposition."

The Court recognizes that rule 801

". . .does liot give any explicit guidance for

determining when twq statements are inconsistent." The Court recognized
however, that ". . .the policy of the Rule
is to protect against turncoat
witnesses. . . ."
Needless to say, the Government destroyed the defendants with the grand jury
testimony which is why there was a need
for an appeal.
In future cases the Court does not place
a requirement upon the trial court to make
a determination as to whether or not the
loss of memory is feigned or honest.
[There is some humor in this case in its
opinion, the Court quotes from Ly~zchv.
Cannatelln, 810 F.2d 1363 (5th Circ.
1987): "Technical batteries, angry words,
or passing thumps do not rise to constitutional abuses." The next time that a client
complains about "police brutality," you can
refer him to Lynch.]

FEDERAL PRISONS
Facts and Fiction
by
R. Wayne Lee, B.A., J.D.
A 1987 Conaprehensive Guide describing the Federal Prisons in the U.S.
Helpfirl Hints for Attorneys, Clients, and others in the criminal justice system
Many Sample Forms including Pardons, Parole, and Freedom of Information requests.
A Cam)>leteListing of the Federal Prisons, Federal Courts, and more.
Infortnation About Daily Life in Federal Prisons, "Halfway Houses," and on Parole.
"This book is must reading for all persons involved in the federal justice system."
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The Investigator
by Jack Murray

Perhaps the most delicate interview that closely with the arson investigator for the of questionableorigin are also very imporan investigator can be called upon to make insurance company and we were really im- , tant. Where was your client for the eight
is that of a client who is a suspect in an pressed with the depth of their investiga- hours prior to the fire? Who were they
arson case or an insurance fraud includ- tion and the professionalism exhibited in with? What was discussed?When and how
ing arson. By its very nature the client is their work.
did your client learn of the fire?
on the defensive. If the client is actually
The first thing that must be explored
If the client was in the car when the fire
guilty they are going to be reluctant to give with your client is their personal back- started you need to know if they were
straight, honest answers, for fear of adding ground. Start with their work history. Get alone, if not, who was with them? Who
to the evidence against them. If they are names, addresses and dates of employ- was in the driver's seat? Did they see or
innocent they are apt to look at the inves- ment. It is preferable to have the attorney smell the fire first? A fire wiU usually be
tigator as being overly suspicious of their involved draw up a form releasing such smelled long before it is seen. Where was
answers and explanations.
data to you. Make sure it specifically refers the fire first seen? Fire seldom comes
It is imperative to explain in detail to the to a release from the Privacy Act, also in- through the firewall or floor. Have the
person being interviewed that in cases of clude a paragraph that covers whether or client describe the progress of the fire.
this nature insurance companies spend far not the person is eligible for re-hire. This Most auto fires are discovered before they
more time and money in examining the release should identify your client by have made much progress. When the ocpossible motivation for the fire than the name, date of birth and social security cupants left the vehicle from which side did
state wiU ever spend on investigating the number.
they exit? Did they leave the car doors
physical evidence of the fire. We recently
Another very important area will be the open (fires need oxygen to burn)? Did they
worked a house fwe where a person died domestic situation. Is there a recent or im- turn off the engine? Did they remove the
of smoke inhalation and our client was pending divorce in the picture. Did the key from the lock? Did they raise the
charged with capital murder. During the present or ex-spouse object to the initial hood? Was there fire under there? If so,
course of the investigation we worked very purchase of the house or car? A credit where? What kind of flame? How large
check is an extremely important part of was the flame? If the fire came from nnyour client's history. Are credit cards up der the dash, was it preceded by sparks?
to date? Was there any possibility of a fore- Was the engine running at the time? Have
Jack Murray is the owner of Southwest closure or repossession. Are there any them describe the color of the smoke. This
Recovery Services, Dallas, Teras. He has bankruptcies, foreclosures, repossessions, can indicate the use of flammables or accelerants.
a BSfrom the University ofHartford, MBA judgments, etc. in your client's past?
Obtain from your client aU insurance
After the fire was discovered, did your+
from the UniversiryofConnecticutandhas
had specialized accident investigation records: name of company, policy num- client go for help? Who called the fire
training at the TmBc Institute of North- bers, amounts of coverage, cost of premi- department? How long did the client rewestern University and Accident Recon- urns, payment records. HPLS the insurance main at the scene of the fire? Did they talk
stmtion School of Taus A&M Universiry. hem raised recently, has it ever been can- with the wrecker driver? The firemen? The
A member of the North Texas Private In- c~Uedbecause of late payment. Has the in- police officers? Were there any witnesses
vestigators Associafion, R e National As- sured switched companies recently? If so, that they know of? How did your client
leave the scene, automobile? Taxi? Bus?
sociation of Znvestigative Specialists and why?
In cases involving automobiles, get a Did they talk with anyone immediately
the National Association of k g a l Znwstigatom, he has been a licensedprivate in- copy of the title of the car. This will give after the fire either in person or by
vestigator in the Smte of Texas since 1976. you the correct VIN number and plate telephone?
He has worked numerous civil and crimi- number. Find out who the car was purWith house fires you follow very much
nal cases in Texas, Louisiana and New chased from, was there any problem with the same routine as far as your client's beYork. He has attended civil and criminal the vehicle, was there any dispute of war- havior before and after the fire. Usually
investigation seminars in Chicago, ranty or guarantees. Who was the sales- there is someone else who knows details
Washingfon,D. C.,Sun Antonio, and re- man who actually sold the vehicle. A check about a house fire, neighbors, relatives etc.
centlj,was a speaker at the Region ZSemi- with ATLA exchange will tell yon if this Be sure and get names and addresses, telnar of the National Association of &gal fype vehicle has been the subject of product ephone numbers if possible. Find out why
Investigators in Philadelphia, Penn- liability law suits.
sylvania.
The circumstances leading up to a fire
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DWI Practice Gems
Defendant's Requested Instruction
by J. Gary Trichter
determine the alcohol concentration
or the presence in his body of a controlled substance or drug if arrested
for any offense arising out of acts alleged to have been committed while
a person was driving or in actual
physical control of a motor vehicle
while intoxicated;

Driving while intoxicated criminal cases
are ripe wit11numerous legal issriesfor the
innovotive practitioner. Accordingly, the
following is offeredas foodfor thought in
your practice. In this regard, the author
also invites your inqui~ies,suggestions and
comnients. lhe following article was writ-

Introduction

and that the law in issue herein also states:

Article 38.23, Tex.C.Cr.Pro., our
State's statutory exclusionary rule, can be
an important defense tool in representation
of citizens accused of DWI. The following jury instruction focuses upon a factual
situation wherein an arresting officer failed
to follow the requisites of article 67011-5,
sections 1 and 2, prior to requesting the
citizen accused to take anlntoxilyzer test.
Specifically, the officer failed to inform the
citizen of his oral arid written DWI statuJ. Gary Tricliter is a partner in the law
tory warning prior to requesting him to jinn of Mallerr, Trichter & Brann in
submit to the test. Accordingly, as per the Houston, Texas. He is co-author of the t a t
strict mandates of Article 38.23. if the iuw entitled Texas Drunk Driving Law and
finds that article 67011-5, sections l a n d also writes the monthly cohrmn entitled
2, were violated, then they are mandated 'DWI Practice Genu"in the Voice for the
to disregard the Intoxilyzer result.
Defense.
It1 addition, he was the topic speakerfor
NO.
D Wlfor the 1986 Advanced Criminal Lnw
TUB STATE OF TEXAS ) IN THE COllMY C m U N A L
Course. Mr. Trichter has also written
VS.
) COURT AT LAW ND. niany
journal articles and has taught as an
mehndsl's osmel
)
COUNTY, TEXAS
adjunct professor of law at South Texas
College of l a w and at the University of
DEFENDMTS REQLEWED ~ S I R U C T I O N
1blPI.IED CONSENT
Houston Law Center.
1.

You are instructed that our law provides
that:
No evidence obtained by an
officer or other person in violation
of any provisions of the Constitution
or laws of the State of Texas, or of
the Constitution or laws of theunited
States of America, shall be admitted
in evidence against the accused on
the trial of any criminal case.
In any case where the legal evidence raises an issue hereunder, the
jury shall be instructed that if it believes, or has a reasonable doubt,
that the evidence was obtained in

violation of the provisions of this Article, then and in such event, thejury
shall disregard any such evidence so
obtained.
You are further instructed that our law
provides that:
Any person who operates a motor
vehicle upon the public highways or
upon a public beach in this state shall
be deemed to have given consent,
subject to thepwvisions of orir law,
to submit to the taking of one or
more specimens of his breath or
blood for the purpose of analysis to

Before requesting a person to give
a specimen, the officer shall inform
the person orally and in writing that
if the person refuses to give the
specimen, that refusal may beadmissible in a subsequent prosecution,
and that the person's license, permit,
or privilege to operate a motor vehicle will be automatically suspended for 90 days after the date of
adjournment of the hearing whether
or not the person is subsequently
prosecuted as a result of the arrest.
11.
During the trial of this case the issue has
arisen whether or not the Defendant gave
implied consent to the breath test, i.e., legal consent subject to the provisions of our
law.
III.
Implied consent to provide a breath or
blood specimen for testing of an arrested
person's alcohol concentration is only valid
if done according to our law. If such a
specimen is taken in violation of our law,
it is illegal and the evidence derived therefrom cannot be considered by you in your
deliberations.
IV.
In this case the Defendant claims that
there was no implied consent because the
arresting officers failed to provide him
with a written warning, before he was requested to give a breath specimen, that his
license would be suspended for 90 days
and that his refusal to give a specimen
might be admissible in a subsequent prosecution.
May 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defe,?se 27
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your client feels these people know about
the fire. Did the client tell them? Did they
see it? Did the client discuss it with them
after the fact?
Also, with house fires it is very important to determine how complete an inventory of their possessions the client has. Did
they give a copy of that inventory to their
insurance agent prior to the fire? How recent? Was this the first time they had in

therefrom, namely, the intoxilyzer test
result. Accordingly, if you find that the
officers did not orally and in writing inform the Defendant of the required statutory information, then you shall exclude
the intoxilyzer result from any consideration of the defendant's guilt.

men his driver's license would he suspended for 90 days and that the refusal might
be admitted into evidence against him in
a subsequent driving while intoxicated
prosecution.

The State has the burden of proving to
you by proof beyond a reasonable doubt
that the implied consent law was not violated. Specifically, the State must prove to
you beyond a reasonable doubt that, before the Defendant was requested to provide a test specimen, that the arresting
officer complied with the implied consent
law by orally and in.writing informing the
Defendant that if he refused to give a speci-

VI.
Therefore, if you believe, or if you have
a reasonable doubt thereof, that the officers
violated the implied consent law, then you
shall not consider the evidence derived
fact done that? What promoted it?
Emphasize to your client you are not
"checking them out" but that you must verify everything they told you and that more
than likely the insurance people are already
checking out portions of it and the District
Attorney and Fire Marshalls Office will
also be doing their investigations and will
he basically going over the same ground
you have covered and that your goal is to
prevent them from surprising the client's
attorney in the courtroom or using information, that has a good logical explana-

Respectfully submitted,
ATTORNEY
tion, to make the client look guilty.
As we stated at the beginning this is a
delicate interview and should be conducted as carefully as possible to extract as
much information as possible without
offending the client. You must pay strict
attention to detail in these interviews and
personally I prefer to tape them rather than
try to make copious notes.
Either way, you must go over all the pertinent facts carefully and then after the interview go about checking them out as
thoroughly and carefully as possible.

GET REACQUAINTED AND/OR MEET NEW
COLLEAGUES IN CORPUS CHRISTI AT THE
STATE BAR OF TEXAS
ANNUAL CONVENTION
June 8-14, 1987
CORPUS CHRISTI
TCDLACALENDAROFEVENTS
June 10-12

Hershey Hotel

Hospitality Suite

Juye 12

Heritage Park
in the Courtyard
(near convention center)

TCDLA Annual Party (outside)
shrimp, cole slaw, beer, and
wine. Dress casual. Del Mar
Jazz Band.

June 12

Hershey Hotel

CDLP Executive Meeting
Matagorda Room

June 13

Hershey Hotel

TCDLA Executive Meeting
Aransas Room

June 13

Hershey Hotel

TCDLA Annual Membership
Meeting-Nueces A

NOTE: Annual Criminal Law Institute will be on Thursday, June 11. See the State Bar Journal for detailed information
and he sure to register early, as this year's program is outstanding.
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A View From the Bench
by Judge Sum Houston Clinton
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals

8

The Legislature of Texas is presently
meeting in its 70th Session. We attended
The Inauguration and its acceptance
speeches, read accounts of the State of the
State Address and heard The State of the
Judiciary Message. By those harbingers,
many remedial proposals will he considered and proceedings over the next several months should be lively indeed.
Bills and resolutions already filed may
be measured in bales-the larger ones
fffled with all kinds, sorts and types of pmposed solutions to preceived problems
plaguing the Judicial Department.
As if bolstered by an admonition in the
State of the Judiciary Message to accept
fmdings of a poll (however skewed) that
a majority of Texans rate performance of
the indiciarv "as onlv fair or uoor."
. there
is the perennial campaign far "merit selection" of judges, this time touting a version
called "the Texas Plan." Its overall theme
is our judiciary mubt bc "rhc brightest and
best." one nnnlication beinr? that it is not
now. Legisla;ors who have not yet filed a
bill or resolution presenting a variation on
that scheme presumably are still waiting
in line.
Some would create a tier of nominating
committees: one for statewide judicial
offices, one for each supremejudicial district of courts of appeals, one for district
courts in each of the six largest counties
and, for remaining district courts, onc for
car11oftbe ~~ineadministrativc
iudicial districts. A commission would &mit three
names to the governor from which he will
fill a vacancyr ~ h claim
e
is that the process
is "nonpartisan," and judges will be selected on "merit."
Texas Trivia Quiz: Name a former
governor who would have appointed to the
Supreme Court any trial lawyer respected
enough by his peers to be made president
of the Texas Trial Lawyers Association,
including the present elected chief justice,
or to the Court of Criminal Appeals any

-

.

-
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concept, viz:
By filing an application for a place
on the ballot, a candidate for judicial office waives all rights to confidentiality as to records maintained
by alaw envorcement agency, State
Commission on Judicial Conduct,
and grievance committees of the
State Bar relating to the candidate.

J
Sam Houston
Jl&?,
Court of
Criminal Appeals, selected by Criminal
Law Section of the Smte Bar of Texas as
the "OutstandingJlrrist"in 1986. Admirted
to practice before the Supreme Court of
Texas, 1949; Admitted to Bar of United
States Su~relneCoui't, 1966. FreWentlechtrer throughout Texas at legal seminars
sponsored by the State Bar of Texas and
fhe Texas Crimlnal Defense La'v~ers
Associotion,

triallawyer similarly being president of the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, including our recently elected memher of the Court.
Recognizing, however, its scheme for
gubernatorial appointment of all judges
may not be acceptable everywhere, the
same bill permits voters in a judicial district to "opt out" from the plan, but then
rewards their decision by imposing a "nonpartisan" election. Others start with that
kind of election. Anticipating there will remain some sort of electionprocess, another
bill introduces in a free. society an awesome

Manner of selectingjudges aside, there
are also designs on their judicial determinations of issues in criminal justice matters. One would mandate the trial judge
who has deferred adjudication of guilt and
placed defendant on probation to have "reason to believe" defendant has complied
with conditions of probation before dismissing the cause and discharging defendant. Now contemplate, fo; but one
chilling moment, another bin that requires
prosecutorial approval before a court may
dismiss a criminal action and-quoting a
summary-~rovides for the review of
those activities by the state commission
on ~ ~ d i conduct,^
~ i ~ l
with all these kinds of -reform,p in the
air, that their proponents are missing the
larger problems afflicting our criminal
justice system is understandable. Almost
without exception, every judge at every
level conscientiously does the best work
that can be done under present circnmstances. However, as reflected by its
representatives, the brutal fact of the matter is that the citizenry expects too much
of the system itself. It simply is not the institution to cure every societal illness
presently committed to its processes.
One may recite a litany of acts of misconduct the Legislature has denounced as
criminal and assigned to courts for appropriate punishment-a myriad of mundane misdemeanors such as our odds-on
favorite: "shrimping in closed waters."
c o n r i ~ u dox pap 31
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List of Granted Petitions for Discretionary Review
by John Jasuta

Issues Presented in Petitions for Discretionary Review
Which Have Been Granted by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
and Which Are Presently Pending Decision
Since July 17, 1985 the administrative
staffattorneys of the Courf of CriminalAppeals have compiled, in the no~malcourse
of business, a list of cases and legal issues
on which the Court has grantedpetitions
for review. Although originally prepared
for inte~naluse only, the Court has authorized release of the listforpublication and
for use by the bench and bar of Texas. m e
issues listed are snnnnaries as worded by
the staff, and do not necessarily reflect
eitlzer the reasoning or the phraseology
used by the parties or by the Court.
The following are the cases and issues
on which the Court of Criminal Appeals
granted review but which the Court has riot
yet delivered a written opinion:

PDR 0397-86 3/25/87, Fort Bend Co.
(A's PDR), D M , Willianl Ayers Maddox:
(1) Is an information which charges that
the driving was done "under influence of
intoxicating liquor" sufficient to charge a
crime under the DWI statute?
PDR 0398-86 3/25/87, Bell Co. (Ss
PDR), Attempted Capital Murder, John
Joseph Yalch: (1) Is the evidence sufficient
to prove the pleadings where the pleadings
alleged "shooting him with a gun" but the
proof shows the shots missed? See Danford, 65311436 and Windham, 63811486,
PDR 0403-86 3/25/87, Bexar Co. (Ss
PDRs), Aggravated Robbe~y,Gilbert Albiar: (1) Whether state's jury argument
commenting on defendant's failure to call
competent and material witness was invited
by defendant's earlier argument. (2)
Whether state's jury argument commenting on defendant's failure to call material
and competent witness in support of alibi
defense was permissible?
PDR 0006-87 3/25/87, Bee Co. (A's
PDR), Possession of Marijuana, Adam
Perales Alvarez: (1) Whether giving of
parole charge under Art. 37.07, Sec. 4(c)
was impmper in that charge is based on
statute which violates separation of powers? (2) Whether giving of parole law
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charge under Art. 37.07, Sec. 4(c),
V.A.C.C.P., was improper in that statutory amendment on which such charge was
based is invalid?
PDR 1269-86 2/18/87, Collin Co. (A's
PDR). Hindering Apprehension, Bobby
Joe Harrison: ( 1 ) Does counsel's being
possible witness create manifest necessity
to sua sponte mistrial? (Does such declaratin bar retrial?)
PDR 1289-86 3/18/87, Ector Co. (A's
PDR), Burglary/Habitual (ENH), Juan
DeLeon: (1) Was a request to shuffle the
jury timely after trial court had voir dired
the panel and the DA announced ready to
voir dire?
PDR 1295-86 3/18/87, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), Murder, Jesus Nunez Gomez: (1)
Is the parole law charge constitutional?
PDR 0372-86 3/11/87. Dallas Co. lAb
PDRL Desecration o f a ~eneratedobi&.
Lee ~ohns&: (1) Is Sec. 4 . 0 9
constitutional on its face and as applied to
someone burning a flag during a political
rally and was the Court of Appeals correct
in recognizing the act as one of symbolic
speech yet affirming the conviction? (2)
Did the Trial Court aUow harmful unsworn
testimony outside of the record during the
fmal argument of the prosecution during
the punishment phase by allowing the argument, "What would this man with a gun
on his chest and his running bodies have
done to Mr. Waker if he had tried to stop
it?"
PDR 1180-86 3/11/87. (A's PDR),
Murder, Bennie Franklin Bell, Jr.: (1)
Where the criminal incident, a stabbing,
put the deceased in the hospital but it was
his reaction to the particular anesthetic
used that caused the death, was the Court
of Appeals correct in applying a "but-for"
test, that being that he would not have died
but for the fact that he had been stabbed?
PDR 0146-87 3/11/87, Denton Co. (A's
PDR), Pretrial Habeas Corpus (Bail
Reduction), FredrickLaverne Ridgely: (1)
Is the bail amount excessive?
PDR 0557-86 3/18/87, Dallas Co. (A's

re gory

PDR), Aggravated Saual Assault, OtisAllen Smith: (1) Were similar extraneous
offenses committed against victim's sister
admissible? (2) Was videotape inadmissible because of use of leading questions? (3)
Is child vidwtape statute constitutional?
PDR 0844-86 3/18/87, Harris Co. (Ag
PDR). lhefr over $750, Robert Casares,
Jr.: (1) Did the Court of Appeals err in
holding that a hii of exception should have
been perfected showing the testimony of
what the state's witnesses would have been
on cross-examination? (2) May an appellant raise a constitutionalattack on the jury
charge which charged on Parole Law pursuant to Art. 37.07, C.C.P. for the first
time on appeal?
PDR 00W-87 3/18/87, Tarrant Co. (AS
PDR), Murder, Arema Margaret Spelling:
(1) Did the Trial Court err in overruling
his objection to the charge which instructed the juty upon the parole and "good timee
law? (2) Did the Court of Appeals err in
finding argument calling the jury's attention to the lack of remorse or any expression of sorrow by the defendant? See
Good. No. 773-85.
PDR 0022-87; 0023-87; 0024-87
3/18/G Dallas Co. (AsPDR), Aggravated
Robbery (2); Murder (I),Lyadon Roy Haynie: (1)Do the jury instructions regarding
parole pursuant to Art. 37.07, C.C.P. violate the separation of powers doctrine?
PDR 0027-87 3/18/87, Dallas (Ab
PDR), Aggravated Robbery (Habitual),
Charlie Allen, Jr.: (1) Whether Parole Law
charge under Art. 37.07, Sec. 4(a),
V.A.C.C.P., is based on an unconstitutional statute which violates separation of
powers and whether charge should have
been given when aggravated robbery is an
enumerated offense under Sec. 3g(a)(2)
rather than See. 3f(a)(l) as mentioned
within statute?
PDR 0193-87 3/18/87, Dallas Co. (A's
PDR), Aggravated Robbety, Vernon Lee
Rose: (1) Constitutionality of parole law
charge. (2) Admissibility of extraneous
offenses (arrest).

PDR 0249-86 3/4/87, Hutchinson Co.

if anything, was actually passed between

tion to suppress the videotapes b m u s e

(ASPDR), Burglary of a Building, Doug- defendant and defendant's customer on they had been altered? (3) Did the court
err in allowing the alterations to the videolas Charles Gollihar: ( 1 ) Was appellant street corner?
denied the effective assistance of counsel
on appeal? Similar issue as in Ward v.
State, PDR No. 325-86.
PDR 0296-86 3/4/87. Dallas Co. (Ss
PDR). Murder. Frank James Polk. Jr.: (1)
.,
~ i s t h c~t t t o r d e ground:
~ ~ s was an arrest
for murder based upon a misdemeanor
capias for driving without insurance which
did not recite the date of the offense, thereby making it void, invalidate the murder
arrest and anything found in the search
based upon that murder arrest?
PDR 1261-86 3/4/87, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), Possession of Heroin, Martin
Daniel Lunde: (1) Whether warrantless arrest of defendant for drug offense can be
upheld under Art. 14.01@), V.A.C.C.P.
(committing an offense in the presence of
an officer), when officer never saw what,
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There is a host of offenses committed under circumstances that do not warrant confining the perpetrator in a local jail, and
a fine is a fine regardless who assesses it.
Even a common drunk laying out a fine is
merely taking up space better reserved for
offenders who must post high bail to be
released. Yet, peace officers, jailers,
clerks and secretaries, bailiffs, court
reporters and, yes, judges must daily spend
a great deal of their time and effort on such
relatively minor matters, at the expense of
the taxpayers in more ways than one.
Though reasonable heads might argue
over which particular misconduct ought to
be subjected to the criminaljustice system,
surely there can be widespread agreement
that some offenders mav bedealt with "iust
as effectively by civil courts or by one administrative agency or another. The objective i s cull those matters and offenders out
of the system in order to focus its concentration on crimes the system is best
equipped to and must handle, putting
crimes of violence at the top of the list.
Until that objective is achieved, the view
from here is neither The Texas Plan nor
more external review of judicial determinations will improve purported public perception of performance of our criminal
justice system.

PDR 0268-86 2/25/87, DaNas Co. (Ss
PDR), Possession with intent to Deliver a
Controlled Substance, William Randolph
Heitntan: (1) Whether 13 day period from
the time defendant was released from obligations of bond until indictment was
returned was excludable under Speedy
Trial Act with respect to time in which the
state was required to be ready for trial?
PDR 0396-86 2/25/87, Braos Co. (A's
PDR), ~&avated Sexual Assault, Ricky
Don Green: (1) Was the videotape admissible even though made one day after the
arrest of the defendant? (2) Was the videotape not admissible because the child was
not placed under oath before the recording was made? (3) Did the admission of
thevideotapedeny appellanfs right to confront and cross-examine the witness? (4)
Was aprosecutorial argument which stated
that a normal person's sex drive is with
t h w for the rest of their life just like the
appellant's, which was not in the record,
reversible error?
PDR 0468-86 2/25/87, Brown Co. (A's
PDR), Aggravated Sexual Assault, Otis
Len Modgling: (1) Does a videotape of the
chid by its admission deny the right to
cross-examine and confront the witness?
(2) Did the court err in denying his mo-

tape? (4) Did the trial cona abuse its discretion by allowing enhancement of the
sound of the original videotape? (5) Was
admission of the videotape error when it
was plain that the videotape was altered?
PDR 0701-86 2/25/87, Bexar Co. (A's
PDR), Capital Murder, Lym Murphy
Creel: (1) Is the Speedy Trial Act unconstitutional for including two subjects in one
bill? (3) Was charge on felony murder required in capital murder trial where cause
of death was nnkmwn and probably due
to choking on gag? (4) Was charge re-.
q u i d on whether witness was an accomplioe?
PDR 1218-86 2/25/87, El Paso Co. (Ak
PDRJ, Delivery of Marfuunu, Ronald
Leslie Castle: (1) Whether Trial Court improperly limited cross-examination concerning witness' background, bias, and
prejudice, after state urged such limitation
was proper due to witness' participation in
federal witness protection program?
PDR 1241-86 2/25/87, Wilson Co. (Ss
PDR), Misde~neanorDWI, Richard Garcia: (1) Whether DWI information is subject to a motion to quash for failing to
allege whether the intoxication was caused
by alcohol, a controlled substance, a drug,
or any combination thereof?
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Whatever the case. Whatever the Court.
Our National/InternationaI Sentencing
and Parole ~emorandums
save precious
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.hurt.
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Call
Now: 1-800-241-0095
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Advocate
by Carolyn Garcia
All defense lawyers trying capital murder
cases want to know what "special" issues
should be raised prior to and during trial.
Many feel that the tone and direction of the
opinions in the Supreme Court and the
Court of Criminal Appeals is "thumbs
down" to most traditional issues. Today,
that is basically true.
However, I believe constitutional issues
will come full circle and will refIect changing societal attitudes. In 1968, almost twothirds of this country's population was opposed to capital punishment. A court imposed moratorium lasted until the middle
1970's.
Today, probably two-thirds of thecountry is in favor of the death penalty. That
change was brought about through a systematic desensitization of the American
public.
Texas is particularly immune to the
tragedy of the so-called "necessity" to take
a life for a life. Executions are no longer
front page news. Some lawyers actually
"want" death penalty trial cases. . .they say
it's fun! Prospective veniremen claim that
assessing capital punishment is not stressful. The validity of Texas statutes must be
examined in the context of these attitudes
and cases tried with the same considerations. A death penalty is wantonly and
capriciously imposed when there is no
moral tug at humanity's conscience in its
imposition.

Other Issues to Raise
1. Jury Selection

Witlterspoo~t/Adattts/Witt:Wainwright
v. Wilt gives deference, therefore a
presumption of correctness to the trial
court's rulings excluding jurors with scruples against capital punishment. Many helieve that there is no longer reversible error
in capital jury selection. Not so.
Trial court deference cannot overcome
the cold record. Billy Hughes v. State,
S
.W . 2 d (Tex.Cr.App., March
18, 1987, Opinion number)
A. Making the Cold Record Cold
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1)Demand a specific objection from
the prosecutor when a challenge for cause
is urged.
All too often, prosecutors say, 'TUmake
a suggestion there's cause," or 'TI1 move,"
or "We'll challenge." The Defendant is required to make a specific objection to
preserve error. The state should be required to do the same for a valid challenge.
2) Request an explanation from the
Court on the basis for the exclusion.
3) Describe the demeanor of the excused juror for the record. If the description is not contested, and is indeed
accurate, that vague, undefinable"excuse"
for excusing an otherwise qualified juror
is not available for the trial court deference
affirmance.
4) Make the record reflect any undue pressure or tension exerted in the voir
dire that may have caused an adverse reaction to or by the prospective juror.

2. Racial Discrimination
At the time of writing, the Supreme
Court's opinion in McClesky v. Kernp, had
not yet been handed down. McClesky
claimed that he suffered racial discrimination in the application of death penalty statutes because statistics demonstrated a
slgnifwantly di.;proponiunotc application
of the death perwhy whcn thu victims wcre
white.
Statisticsonly recently available in Texas
and ongoing studies support the same type
of claim in this state. Texas statutes are ap-

plied in a discriminatory fashion when the
victim is white regardless of the race of the
defendant. Where the defendant is black
and the victim is white, the "chance" for
prosecution of the case as a capital case and
the "chance" for the assessment of the death
penalty is multiplied by five.
A. Preserving the error
1) Pretrial: File a pretrial motion
raising the issue, and request a hearing.
Demonstrate the racial relationship between victimldefendant in capital indictments and major felony indictments (with
elements of capital felony) in your county,
and throughout the state. Records are kept
at the Texas Department of Corrections,
the Texas Attorney General's office, local
law enforcement agencies, news media.
Studies are conducted at major universities, usually in sociology departments.
Much of the information has not been
'cpublished"in easily accessible media, but
is subject to subpoena.
I believe that one will be required to
demonstrate that there exists no neutral explanation other than intentional racial discrimination for the prosecution and
assessment of capital punishment.
Present statistics from past years demonstrating the same racial discrimination
patterns.

3. Voir Dire on Racial Bias
It is reversible error for the trial court
to prohibit interrogation on the existence
or effect of racial bias when the victim and
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~~

~

~~

Consumer Information Center
Department TD, Pueblo, Colorado 81009
U.S. GeneralServlces Adnlinisiration

ddendant are of different races, partieularly white and black, respectively.
socioiogists believe that race differentials,
particularly a Mack defendant anda white
vicrim is a suhlimiTlal aggravr~tingcircumstance and white d&ndaut/hlackvietim is
a subkuinal mitigating eirewllstatlm. Voir
dire should he mnn~ckdtoexpert (eatitnony on the issue during a punishmenfhearing to decrease the "chanceeeof race as a
factor.
Properly p r e m e d , I believe that the
denial of the opportunity to present s w h
evidence might eonstitUte rwmible error.
For the foreseeablefuture, it may he nems a y to dembnstrate by post-trial juror interviews what effect, Ef any, that evidence
might have had on a verdict. Olte "no"vote
on any special issue should be sufficient
demonstration of harm if pmjubice is not
presumed.

same tace as thedefendant only for racial
reasons. The state must respond with a
legitimate, neutral explanation o h than
race fw the exclusion. D w m d must he
made at the time of exmion and not influenced by yeam of hindaht.
The Court should nor help the state explain the use of peremptory strikas, and
such tactics shonld he subject to an ohjection.
6. Use of all Sfrikeg to Fmehle E m r

that the trial eourt erred in refnsing to excuse di8qualified jnrors on most statutory
objections.
Pirst, me must make
specific
challenge for cause; ifthe challenge is refused, the defendant must mrcise a
peremptory challenge under protest.
Befote the 12th juror is sated, all
defenseperemptoriea must have beenem
sum&, and the Defendant must demand an
additional peremptory to d u d e the 12tH
juror who is objecfionahle. I, personally,

A. A Defendant is required to
demonstfateharmto prevailon a complaint

4. Cornideration of Mitigating Evidenee
Texas statutes do not re4uk0 a wnri's

specifle iastmction &at a juyymust consfdermitigating,
evidence,if any. No sWu.
tory mitigating circumstanc& are listed.
All "relevant" evidence can be considered.
An of the examples &mitigating dirc u m s t a m brought wt inJurek v. T m ,
should be used in voir dire examination
and offered in a punishment hearing. The
lack of "guided discretion" required to
maintain themn8ti~ionalintegrity ofthe
death penaity is difEdt to demonstrate.
In-depth interviews with the panel may
@veal a hasis for such a complaint.
Ofle must demand the right to interrogate
pp6speMivejurors on these isues. demand
a chaqeto the jury on mitigation generally,
and as to spccific evidence ia your case,
Finally, juror affrdvits should be secured
aAer trial to overcome the harmless error
affirmmce.
-

5. Use of Peremptory Strike+ Tke
Batson Issw

The Defendant must demonstrate the
systematic exdusion of persons of the
same race as the Defendant and that the excluaios is racially motivated by the state.
The race of thejuror does not usually "appear" in the cold record, so counsel must
amounce the raw of the juror struck by
the sate.
Onm a jnmr h struck, cmse1 should
sfate for the record that the state has used
aperemptory strikeagainstaperanofthe
Nay 1987 87 VQI17EfOr fhe Defense 33

Ethics Notes
Abstract Justice in Dreamland
by Prof. Walter Steele, Jr.
Lawyers, l i e everyone else, occasionally engage in reverie. I suspect that many
criminal defense lawyers imagine themselves in front of a jury eloquently urging
that jury to render a verdict of not guilty
because "not guilty" is the only just and
righteous verdict in the case, despite the
fact that the defendant's technical guilt is
abundantly evident under the law and from
the evidence. From time to time we all
know of a case where equity and abstract
justice cry out for acquittal although the
facts clearly show a crime was committed
in a technical sense.
What to do? Can a lawyer suggest to a
jury that the jury should disregard the
court's instructions? After all, what arejuries for if not to b r i g some soul to the law?
In fact, there is anexpression-jury nullification-that describes the phenomenon of
a jury rendering an acquittal in a case
where proof of guilt is indisputable under
the law. Since jury nullification does occur; can a lawyer, in turn, encourage a jury
to disregard the court's instructions and to
follow their sense of abstract justice in the
case? The answer is no; not today. Such
conduct would violate DR7-102(A)(2)
which states: 'In representation of a client,
a lawyer shall not knowingly advance a
claim or defense that is unwarranted under existing law."
The history of the jury as an institution
in the western world pivots around the
struggle to place the incidence of jury nullification into its proper context. All of us
are familiar with a jury's function to protect individual liberty from the sometimes
oppressive and frequently arbitrary power
of the state. "Providingan accused with the
right to he tried by a jury of his peers gave
him an inestimable safeguard against the
corrupt or over zealous prosecutor and
against the compliant, biased or eccentric
judge." Dimcan v. Louisiana, 391 U S .
145, 156 (1968). The ultimate in protection from oppression is jury nullification
viz., the jury ignores the facts or the law
and acquits in a case where the jury believes acquittal is a justverdict despite the
law and the facts to the contrary.
Perhaps the struggle between judgment
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of England. Not until 1827 was the first
hint of a jury system put in place in Texas
through the following somewhat ambivalent language in Article 192 of the Constitution of Coahuila and Texas, Title IU,art.
192 (1827) 1Gammel Laws of Texas 449
(1898);
'Dne of the main objects of attention
of congress shall be to establish the
trial by jury in criminal cases, to extend the same gradually, and even to
adopt it in civil cases in proportion
as the advantages of this valuable institution becomes practically known."

Professor Walter W.Steele, Jr. (L.L.B.
SMU) (LL.M. U.T.Austin) teaches criminal law, criminal procedure and pro*
sionnl re.sponsibility, nnro~ngother subjects
nt Southern Methodist Univer.sitySchool qf

Law.

by oppression and judgment by peers
reached a peakin the trial of William Penn
in 1670. Penn was charged with "seditious"
libel, i.e. he made a speech critical of the
King's d e . Despite overwhelming evidence of guilt, the jury acquitted Penn
whereupon thejudge ordered the jurors arrested. Bushell, one of the imprisoned
jurors, sought habeas corpus which was
granted in Bushell's Case, Vaughn 135,6
Howell's State Trial 999 (1670). Bushell's
case put jury nullification on firm legal
ground, at least for the time being.
The right to trial by jury was taken for
granted in England at the time America
was established. Texans were not so fortunate, because the right to trial by jury
was not known to the Spanish civil law system. Ruled and dominated by a Mexican
government that was both culturally and
spatially remote from the Texas colonist,
these settlers suffered much the same oppressions from their Spanish rulers as their
English ancestors suffered from the Kings

Although the parallels between the
socio-political history of the early English
and the Tex& colonists prodecd
il common belief in the indis~cnsabilitvof
the jury as a protection from abusive
judges and abusive prosecutors, the notion
of jury nullification, horn in England, was
short lived in Texas and in the American
colonies. In 1847the Texas Supreme Court
made this passing reference in Nels (a
slave) v. State of T m ,2 Texas Reports
280, 283 (Supreme Court 1847).
A

'The jury are the exclusive judges of
the facts. The judge may not charge
them as to the weight of evidence.
It is their peculiar and exclusive
providence to weigh the evidence;
and it is their duty to find the facts
alone from the evidence, (emphasis
the court's) and to look for them and
to no other quarter whatever."
If any doubt was left about the illegitimacy of jury nullification in Texas, that
doubt was laid to rest in Satterwldte v.
State, 6 Tex. App. 609, 614-15
(Tx.Ct.App. 1879) with this language:

". ..[WJhile they [a jury] may judge
the creditability of a witness, they
must exercisejudgment, and not will
merely, in doing so."
On the national scene, the Supreme
Court of the United States gave the death

knell to jury nullification in 1895 in the
case of Sparfund Hansen v. United Stares,
156 U.S. 51 (1895). This opinion is a
lengthy review of the phenomenonof jury
nullification wherein the Court comes to
this ?onclusion:
Tt is true, the jury may disregard the
iastructionsof the court, and i n m e
eases there may be no remedy. But
it is still the right of the court to instruct the jury on the law, and the
duty of the jury to obey the instmctions." at page 72.
So much for abstractjustice. Of course,
because the verdict is general in criminal
cases, a jury can still rebel and the state
cannot appeal: ". . .[BJut the e x d s e of
such power cannot be regarded as right&I, although the law has provided no

means, in criminal cases,' of reviewing
their decisions whether of law or of fact,
or of ascertainingthe grounds upon whkh
their verdicts [of acquittal] are based."
Dumv. Peaple, 26 N.Y.588,592 (1863).
It followsthatthe defeildant is not entitled
to have the judge inform the jury of their
power to nullify and the lawyer is not entitled to calI upon the jury to render an
"illegal" verdict. See Unired Stares v.
Dougherfy, 473 F2d 1113,1136 (DC Cir.
1972).
Just this year, the U ~ t e States
d
Supreme
Court, without mentioning the phenomenon of jury nullifica$on by name, delivered the coup de grace to any residual
notions about abstractjustice based in equity through jury nullification. In Califmnia v. Brown, a death penalty case, the trial
court had instructed the jury that it "must
nor be swayed by mere sentiment, conjure,

continued fmm pege 22
Ihet&y ccrtifythatS.B. N o 2 1 5 p e d theHouse,
withamendments, onMnuary 17,1987, by the following vote: Yew 129, N$ys 11, two present not vot
ing; passed subjeol to the provisions of Article IrI.
Seetion 49a of the Consfih~tionof T e x a s .
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do not believe it is necessary to explain
why the 12thjuror is objectionableunless
it's a 'reverse Barson'issue. The purpose
of the peremptory is for some of the intangibles that lawyes usually feel in the
gut or from Gye wntact, etc.
In any event, if one additional peremptory, 01 more, are pedtted, they must be
used, and additional ones requested and
used. If permitted, &must he used and ad.. ditional
requested and used. If the 12th
.
,j p is not seafed over objection, no error is preserved, because no harm is
shown.

mecoerlr
Appmved:

2-20.87

m

W. P. Clements
~

a

approved by the United States Supreme
.to
Court with this comment, inter a&%
the extent that the in$tmctionhelps to Limit
the jury's consideration to matters introduced in evidence before it, it fosters
the 8th Amendment's need for reliability
in determinationthat death is the appropriate punishment in a specific case." California v. Brown, 40 Cr. L. 3187, 3189
(United States Supreme Court 1987).
And so, today a jury must not be swayed
by sympathy-even in a death penalty
case. Consequently, today the criminal
defense lawyer's great daydream of talking a jury into nullification remains just a
daydream, hut William Penn and his jury
of yesterday will always be fieemen in our
hearts, because in Penn's case the
daydream came true.
I

". .

hemn S.B.No. 215, Regular Session, 70th Legislahm, are withintheamouotestimated lobe available
in the affected fund.

Beny Murray

From the Inside Out

sympathy, passion, prej@e, public opin-

ion or public feeling." That instruction was
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ted to "avoid" error if she had unused at least one more juror than State strikes
strikes and the defendant alleged reversi- remaining.
This column should be used to "share"
ble error in jury selection. The Court of
Criminal Appeals would find there was er- other issues that might be helpful to lawror, then exercise a peremptory for the yers around the state. If you will send the
State. I don't think the Coutt will change information to me on such imues, I will
the rules that now exist. To be safe, put it into the next "Advocate" column with
however, one had best preserve error on appropriate credit. Keep up the fight. W

7. State's Use of Unused Strikes on Appeal
At the time of this writing, Grijalva v.
Stme Is still the law although the Harris
County District Attorney did mk the Court
to overrule the wisdomof Grijolva in one
of my pending cases (oral arguments
March 18, 1987).
Prior to G~jalva,the State was permitMay 1987 1 VOICE far the Defense 35
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